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Was the promised Reformer/Revivalist
supposed to be born from the womb of
Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's (as) wife?
َِ َ َ ٓ َ َ َ
ُ َ َِ
َ
َِ ِِ
َ
ٌَم ُنون
َ
ْ َ وإ َسا ِح ٌر َأ ْو
ُ
ْ
۟ ال
ِ
ول ِإّل ق
ٍ كذلِك ما أَت ٱل ِذني ِم قب ِل ِهم ِم رس
ُ َ ٌ َْ ْ ُ َْ َََ َ ْ۟ ۦ
َاغون
أَتإصوإ ِب ِه ۚ بل ُه قو ٌۭم ط
In the same pattern, the messengers who were sent unto thee, thou
rebuked them saying they were psycho or wizards / magicians. Had they
advised each other for this (Never did), rather they all were the
revolters.(51=53,54)

Mr. Mirza Masroor Ahmad sahib,
Assalam u alaiqum, peace be upon you.

I hope you would be hale and hearty. You elaborated in your Friday
sermon, dated, 29th January, 2010 that ‘‘Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin the
Second caliph of the promised messiah was that son who was the true
promised reformist/ revivalist as per many of the prophecies before his
birth. The prophecy of the promised reformer is very renowned and every
ahmadi knows about it. During the regime of his caliph hood, despite very
unfavorable scenarios there had been numerous and vast developments
that took place. At that time there used to be arousing of some disputes,
and even during these days, some disputes in jamaat arise. It is commonly
observed that they arise in the issue of promised Reformer. In the
jammat/community, some hapless individual with some neurological
deficit, whose wits are gone, gets up and at least claims to be the promised
reformist. But the real agonizing and dangerous matter is that these
hapless individuals have a compulsion due to mental condition at this stage
but for their backing and support some people join them and add fuel to
fire by staying in low profile yet being a part of jamaat/community, so
such persons are indeed hypocrites.Or there is a category of such people
who later on leave the jammat/community and formally join and back
them just to cause chaos and distress to disarray the community. Whereas
the case of a promised reformer is concerned, there have been such
conspicuous logical reasons existing that any fool may not accept or defy
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them or have no faith upon them.’’ (16th, March 2010, Daily Alfazal,
Rabwah, page number 5)
In the same fashion on 14th February, 2010, during the children's class, a
boy named esquire dear Mubashir tried to ask you a question about my
book, whose copy i have dispatched to you as well; but you interrupted
him ridiculously and started commenting, instead of listening to his full
question, saying" Janbah sahib, yes he has also declared himself to be the
promised reformer, a couple of weeks ago in the Friday sermon I
reiterated symbolically that whenever any ahmadi's mind feels giddy or his
wits get gone, he at least claims to be promised revivalist, but those who
support him or become his activists they happen to be hypocrites or
antagonists of the community". Such people desire to enjoy and pollute
the atmosphere of the jamaat/community. The question is that Hazrat
promised messiah (May peace be upon him) prophesied vividly that he
would be my progeny, (meaning my direct progeny or my off-spring). He
wouldn't just be having my blood, but would be born through the womb
of my wife". So from where Janbah sahib has emerged, after a hundred
year, from that body, thus this is the first point. The rest of all the
prophecies have been fulfilled and we have seen. The explanation of the
Holy Quran. In the entire world, the mission houses were erected and
opened and the administration of the community was well organized. The
entire system that is being run pertains to the president of the society
(Sadar Anjuman). this system has administrators deeming different offices.
There exists a system. There is also a monetary system. There are charities,
being collected. Then we have servant of the community, (Khuddam ul
ahmadiya), Children of the community, (Itfaal ul Ahmadiya) The female
helpers of the community, (Nasiraat), then we have the female servants of
God, (LAJNA IMA ULLAH) and Male helpers of God, (INSAR
ULLAH). Then here exists, new movement, (Tehreek e jadid), devotees
of new movement, (Waqfe jadid). All these were established in the life
time of the promised revivalist, just for the sake of the preaching and
spreading of Islam, or you may take any of the prophecies in your way.
Then how is it possible that the consent and tacit approvals of God had
been alongside with him in so many vista and ways, as if God had been
supporting him by all means in every aspect. So what has Janbah sahib
done, just wrote a book and got a few men attached with him, and adhered
a few of his close relatives, a few just to create some fuss, initially got
together and later on got hidden, and rest would also diminish like them.
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Then Mr. Janbah sahib, those people are mad who have been trying to
publish his books here. There used to be many people like him in Rabwah
as well who used to go astray and some people used to follow them".
Mirza Masroor sahib, in response to your statements, this humble person
has expressed some lines to justify his claims, and it is hoped that you
would ponder over these lines.

The Requisitions in response by this humble
being

In the Friday sermon of 29th January 2010, you reiterated that,"At that
time some disputes used to be arisen and at this contemporary age as well,
there happens to be some issues of revolt being raised, and generally there
has been a tendency being observed that is in the name or issue of the
promised reformer or revivalist."

What is a mischief or sedition,
and what are their realities?
Mr. Masroor Ahmad sahib, Three thousand and a half years ago, when
God sent Moses (PBUH) as His messenger to the pharaoh and his
courtiers of Egypt for the liberation of children of Israel; at that time
pharoah declared the claim of Moses as a mischief. Esquire Masroor
Ahmad; Was the claim of Moses for prophethood a mischief or sedition,
God forbids? So in response to this I would answer that undoubtedly the
claim of prophethood of Moses was not a mischief at all. It is because
Moses had many proofs and signs in support of his righteous claim to be
truthful. But pharaoh did say about the prophethood of Moses to be a
mischief.ُ Whereas Allah reiterates:
َ وَس َو َه ُر
ْ ِ وإ َو ََك ُُن ۟إ َق ْو ٌۭما
ْ ون إ َ َٰل ِف ْر َع ْو َن َو َم َل ۟ي ۦِه بـَايَ ِت َنا َف
ُ َ ٱس َت ْك
ََمر ِمي
۟ َب
ٰ َ ِم َب ْع ِد ُِه ُِم
ۢ ِ ثُ َِم َب َع ْث َنا
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
َ
ُ َ
َ
ُ
َ
َ
ِ
ِ
ْ
ُ ُ َفلَ َِما َج ٓا َء
ْ ِ ُه ْٱْلَ ُِق
ي
ٌٌۭ ِم ِعن ِد ََن قال ٓو ۟إ ِإن هذإ ل ِسح ٌٌۭر م ِب
َِ ُ ْ ُ َ َ َ َ ٌ ْ ِ َ ْ ُ َ ٓ َ َِ َ ِ َ ْ َ ُ ُ َ َ ٓ ٰ َ ُ َ َ
َ ٱلس ِح ُر
ون
قال موَس أتقولون لِلح ِق لما جاءُك ۖ أِسر هذإ وّل يف ِلح
Then did We send, after them, Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh and his chiefs
with Our Signs, but they behaved arrogantly. And they were a sinful
people. And when there came to them the truth from Us, they said, ‘This
is surely a manifest enchantment.’ Moses said, ‘Do you say this of the truth
when it has come to you? And the enchanters never prosper.’ (Younas=
76,77,78)
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In the same fashion, two thousand years ago, the claims of Jesus son of
Mary, were declared as mischief by the Jews. Esquire Masroor; Was the
claim of Jesus son of Mary to be the Promised Messiah a mischief? God
forbids, no, it was not at all in response to it I would answer. The reason
being was that his claim was not contradictory but in the light of and
according to the prophecies of the Old Testament but also in accordance
with prophecies and with logics of the prophets of the school of Moses.
He (Jesus) bore and contained many signs of his truthful claims. In the
same pattern, the Muslims of the creed of Muhammad (PBUH), declare
the claims of being an prophet of creed of Muhammad (PBUH) by
Promised Messiah and Imam Mehdi, the reformer as a mischief in religion.
Masroor Ahmad sahib, God forbids; Are these claims by the promised
Messiah being considered a mischief? So the answer to it is, No, not at all.
So the supporting statement behind these is that all of his claims are in
accordance with the teachings of the Holy Quran, rather they are very
logical. In the sphere of Mohammadi Ummah, all the claims that are in
accordance with the holy Quran, can not be declared as a mischief or
contradiction.
So the claim of this humble being to be a servant of Messiah of this age,
is not only in accordance with the holy Quran but the claim to be the
servant full of wisdom pertains to the rejoiced revelations to the promised
Messiah. Rather I possess concrete, scholarly and revealed evidence to
prove my claim. So how come, you can declare such a logical claim to be
a mischief or conflict ever.
Esquire Mirza Masroor Ahmad; Do you really know the definition of a
mischief?
In the sphere of Mohammadi Ummah, all those claims that are repugnant
to or contradictory with the principles of the Holy Quran and illogical
would be considered as a mischief. The touchstone happens to be the
teachings of the holy Quran that is a decisive factor indeed; if that claim is
in accordance with it or not. In the Ahmadiya community, all such claims,
that are repugnant to the teachings of holy Quran, rather against the
revelations to the founder of the Jammat/community, so what name
would be given to such claims? What about the claim of your maternal
grandfather esquire mirza Bashir ud din mahmood, if it happens to be not
against the Quran and the revelations of the promised Messiah. So how
can such a claim that tends to be repugnant to the Quran and the
revelations of the promised Messiah ever be truthful or legitimate rather
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that leads to a great mischief and rebellion in the Ahmadiya
Jammat/community.
In the same sermon you reiterate that," The prophecy of a promised
reformer is the most famous of all and every Ahmadi knows about it.
During your reign of caliph hood, a vast and extensive work was done
despite unfavorable scenarios...........Whereas the question remains of
being the promised reformer, so for that matter such conspicuous logics
exist that any fool would be there not to believe in them".

Where are the conspicuous logics and the vast
projects and works in the unfavourable scenario?

Esquire Masroor Ahmad, it is being said as answer to it, " if any caliph
presides the caliph's office for fifty years or for half a century, and the
members of community having considered him as the son of the promised
Messiah, place all their belongings, their dignities and their wealths in his
feet, and rather pay him blind respect, so under these consequences and
privileges if that caliph does some extra service to the jamaat during his
long reign, on the bases of all those material supports, as compared to the
other caliphs; who witnessed comparatively lesser period of command;
then how all these services could be the evidence for him to be the true
promised reformer". Other than this that you have mentioned about the
rest of the logics in support of the second caliph's legitimacy to be the
promised reformer are still lying pending for seventeen years to be
witnessed by me, but none of the community's caliphs or clerks have been
able to show me either of the one.
This humble being, in the first chapter of his book "The Servant of the
Promised Messiah of the Epoch" has negated with knowledgeable and
concrete logics, the false claims of the second caliph.
So to defy my logical claims or reasoning, neither the fourth caliph brought
those conspicuous signs or proofs before me nor you or your clerks could
do so for the last seven years. What kind of justice or bravery is that to call
anyone a lunatic or psycho; and libelling his followers as hypocrites and
opponents one sidedly, and by doing so misleading the people of
Jammat/community, in the Friday sermons or in the children's classes.
Since you have been talking about those conspicuous and vivid logics then
why those have not been brought before me, if they do exist, to compete
with me till now.
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On 14th February 2010, you reiterated in the children's class that, "Janbah
sahib, yes he has also pretended and declared himself to be the promised
reformer"

Who tends to be pretending as a promised
reformer/revivalist?

Esquire Mirza Masroor Ahmad, it must be kept in mind that this humble
being does not pretend to be a promised reformer, but he is made by God
Himself. In the same fashion as Allah made his holiness Hazrat Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad (AS), as the promised Messiah almost a century earlier.
As the belief of his holiness till 1891AD was the same as of the creed of
Muhammad (PBUH) collectively existed about the descent of Messiah
/Jesus son of Mary; in the same pattern this humble being had a faith and
belief till mid December, 1983 about the prophecy of promised reformer
that is borne by the Qadian Ahmadiya community. And likewise when
God revealed to his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (AS) in 1891 that
Jesus son of Mary, the messenger of God had been deceased, and had
come metaphorically, tainted and tanned in his being, as per the promise,
so in the same way it was revealed and disillusioned to this humble being
by the God, in the midst of December, 1983 that the second caliph, was
not the Zaki Ghulam (Promised reformer), rather I was nominated by
God to be the promised reformer and the Zaki Ghulam according to the
revealed commitments and vows. As Allah disillusioned my leader through
the logics of holy Quran about the demise of Jesus, so in the same fashion,
Allah has revealed me and made me disillusioned about the euphoric
revelations for promised reformer that the entire progeny of his holiness
(Hazoor) was exempted and placed out of the sphere of prophecies,
according to the Quranic rules. I was not only revealed about this
prophecy that second caliph was not the promised reformer but also I was
nominated and entitled for being the promised revivalist and thus
bestowed upon the evidences of revealed, scholarly and concrete sources.
It should also be borne in mind that the second caliph who even does not
fall in the criterion of the prophecies of being a promised
reformer/revivalist, became a false promised reformer, rather the
flattering cult nominated him to be the promised revivalist, even before
his claims. (Evidence news 5). While comparing me and the second caliph,
this basic difference must be kept under consideration that the second
caliph (being the confidant of the house) opened the prophesy of
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promised reformer and thus pasted and labelled himself to be the
legitimate one, but i did not open it myself rather it was opened to me by
God through revelation as of the same revelation that was opened before
the founder of jammat/community about the Promised Messiah. It should
also be clear in minds that this all has nothing to do with my personal
potentials or traits, and that I had never been in the quest for such powers.
Despite this fact your system of the cult/community considers me liable
for punishment but honors and rewards the second caliph. What is the
tradition of God? Ponder about that yourself. You can find the details to
read, of the entire fabrications and drama of the second caliph for being
the promised reformer in my books and treatises. Esquire Masroor
Ahmad, if you consider and think about my claim, being free of the bias,
prejudice but with honesty, then I hope it would be clear and vivid to you
that who claimed to be the promised reformist and who is the one, made
by God.

اںیاعسدتزبورابزوتسین ۔۔۔ اتہندشخبدخاےئدنشخبہ
Later on you reiterate, "whenever any Ahmadi turns lunatic, he at least
wrongly claims to be the promised reformist".

Who was that ahmadi guy who turned lunatic
and thus wrongly claimed to be the promised
reformer?

Esquire Mirza Masroor Ahmad, over this humble being you accused of
having the" fits for being lunatic" somehow confirms that my claims have
been legitimate and truthful as of the nations prior to this blamed their
every true messenger and prophet for being lunatic or mad. Don't you
know that it is the saying
of the
God,
َِ َ َ ٓ َ َ َ
َِ Holy
ُ
َ
َ
َ
ِ
َ
ٌَم ُنون
َ
ِ
ْ َ وإ َسا ِح ٌر َأ ْو
ُ
ْ
۟ ول إّل قال
ِ ٍ كذلِك ما أَت ٱل ِذني ِِم قب ِل ِهم ِِم رس
ُ َ ٌ َْ ْ ُ َْ َََ َ ْ۟ ۦ
َ اغ
ون
أَتإصوإ ِب ِه ۚ بل ُه قو ٌۭم ط
In the same pattern, the messengers who were sent unto thee, thou
rebuked them saying they were psycho or wizards / magicians. Had they
advised each other for this (Never did), rather they all were the revolters.
(51=53,54)
What the people to the leader of all the prophets Muhammad (PBUH)
used to say about him:,
َ ُ َِ َ ُ ُ َ َ َ ْ ِ ۟ ُ َ َِ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ ُ ْ ُ َ ۟ ُ َ َ َ َِ ُ َ َ َ
ُ
ٌ
ْ
َ
ٌۭ ٱلذكر ويقولون ِإن ۥه لمجن
)۵۲ون(املقل۔
ِ َص ُِه لما
ِ َسعوإ
ِ و ِإن يَكد ٱل ِذني كفروإ لُيلِقونك ِبأب
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And those who disbelieve would fain dislodge thee from thy God-given
station with their angry looks when they hear the Reminder; and they say,
‘ He is certainly mad.’(Al-Qalam=52)
َ َ ُ َِ َ َ ْ َ َ َ َ
َ ك إ َِّل ُه ُزوإ أَ َه َذإ َِٱلذى َب َع
ُ َِ ث
)۴۲ٱّلل َر ُسوّل(ارفلاقن۔
ِ
ِ و ِإذإ رأوك ِإن يت ِخذون
And when they see thee, they only make a jest of thee; ‘Is this he Whom
Allah has sent as a Messenger?
Esquire masroor ahmad, until recently the same titles were given to a pious
and truthful person of the God, by his nation; that you are giving to his
promised Zaki Ghulam. His holiness (Hazoor, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
sahib) reiterates,
"The second criticism is this that due to schizophrenia and lunaticism I
have claimed to be the Promised Messiah, so the answer to this is that I
can not be angry for having these names or titles of lunatic or psycho, just
for nothing, but I am happy because it had always been a tradition by the
duffer people to give such names to the prophets or messengers of God
and since the past such titles had been given to the spiritual Divine
reformers by their nations. Furthermore, I am in a state of euphoria
because that prophecy has met the truth that had been published in the
book virtues of Ahmadiya (BRAHEEN E AHMADIYA), that they would
call you lunatic as well. but I wonder why there has been any element to
be considered for being a lunatic in this claim, or what elements have been
included in it that are beyond wits, due to which the critics entitled and
doubted me for being a lunatic or mad person". (AZALA E OHAM,
Roohani Khazain V 3, page 121)
Esquire.Mirza Masroor Ahmad,today this humble and Zaki Ghulam
reiterates the identical answer to those people in the same fashion who call
him lunatic or psycho the way my patron his holiness the leader Mehdi
and promised Messiah responded saying, that "My claim (to be the
promised Zaki Ghulam of the Messiah of the Age ) contains which
elements and features of lunacy or elements beyond common sense that
make you doubt that i am under some kind of influence of fits or that
forces you to consider that my wits are gone with the wind. This humble
being is keeping before you and Ahmadiyya community, such statements
and logic relevant to Quran and the servant of the Messiah of the age, in
the light of the euphoric prophecies, pertaining to these, that contraband
and abort even the permission for claiming to be the true promised
revivalist by the second caliph, Mirza Bashir Mehmood. Furthermore, to
consolidate this claim; this humble being; is presenting such revealed, witty
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and scholarly, concrete evidence that none of the literate or wise Ahmadi
can even dare to defy or deny that. Despite all these facts, if this humble
being is still being considered by you a lunatic in your eyes, then

ونجںاکرخد۔۔۔ وجاچےہٓاپاکنسحرکہمشاسزرکے،رخداکانمونجںرھکدای
Further you say, "But people who cluster around such a claimant, who
support him and second him happen to be, either hypocrites or opponents
of the community/jamaat."

Do the People who support are hypocrites or
opponents?

Esquire. Mirza masroor Ahmad! According to the saying of the holy
prophet (PBUH), Allah delegated and appointed since the early time, one
hundred twenty four thousand men (who were the most pious and most
God fearing ones of that contemporary time) to nip the evils of idolatry
and paganism/pantheism. After the declaration of righteousness by all
these appointees/messengers of God, for those respective contemporary
ages, only a few people, resulting from the revelations or their capabilities
faced the tyranny, opposition and violence and stood next to them in their
support. For example, when God appointed and delegated his holiness
Noah (May Peace be upon him) to be his messenger to abolish pantheism,
then from that society of pagans and idolatoers some individuals extended
their
to help and assist you. The way God reiterates; َ
ُ ْ َ allegiance
ْ ْ َ َ َ َ َ َ َِ َ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ ْ َ ْ َ ِۢ ُ
ْ ْ َ ْ ُ ُ ُِ َِ َ َ َ َ ُ ْ َ ٓ َ َ ٓ ٰ َِ َ
َ
ِ
ي وأهلك ِإّل ِم سبق علي ِه ٱلقول
ِ َح ِإذإ جاء أمرَن وفار ٱلتنور قلنا
ٍ ٱْحل ِفهيا ِم
ِ ي ٱثن
ِ ك زوج
َ
ٌٌۭ إِم َم َع ۥ ُٓه إ ِّل َق ِل
َ َ إِم ۚ َو َم ٓا َء
َ َ ِم َء
ْ َ َو
)۴۱يل۔(وہد۔
ِ
Till, when Our command came and the fountains of the earth gushed
forth, We said, ‘Embark therein two of every kind, male and female, and
thy family, except those against whom the word has already gone forth,
and those who believe.’ And there did not believe and live with him except
a few.(Hud=41)
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! Just tell me after profound pondering
and with truthfulness, if those people from his family and a few other
individuals who vested faith and belief in Noah and stood next to him and
assisted him, were hypocrites and opponents of their contemporary
(pagan) society???
Allah appointed Abrahim (May peace be upon him) to abolish and nip the
pantheism and idolatry, then with the blessing of God his nephew Lott
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(May peace be upon him) stood shoulder to shoulder with him. The way
God reiterates;
ْ ُ َ ْ َ ُ ُ َِ ِ َ ٰ َ ٌ َ ُ ِ َ َ َ ٌ ُ ُ َ َ َ َ َ
َ
ُ
ٌۭ فـاِم ل ۥه ل
)۲۷وط ۘ وقال ِإ ِّن مها ِجر ِإَل ر ِّبٓ ۖ ِإن ۥه هو ٱلع ِززي ٱْلكِيم۔(وبکنعت۔

And Lot believed him; and Abraham said, ‘I take refuge with my Lord;
surely He is the Mighty, the wise.’
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! tell me if prophet Lott was a rebellious
man or a hypocritic individual of his contemporary society of pantheists
and pagans???
For the emancipation of the children of Israel from the worst bondage,
tyranny and subjugation of pharaoh, Hazrat Haroon and some youngsters
of Israelites stood next to Moses (may peace be upon him) and assisted
him.
As the
reiterates;
ۢ َ Allah
َ َ ْ َ ْ َِ َ ْ ُ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ ِ ۢ ْ َ ٰ َ َ ْ َ ِ ٌٌۭ َِ ِ ُ َِ ٓ ٰ َ ُ َ َ َ ٓ َ َ
ال ِِف
ٍ ۟يم أن يف ِتَنم ۚ و ِإن ِفرعون لع
ِ ۟ل
ِ َفا ءإِم لِموَس ِإّل ذ ِرية ِِم قو ِم ۦِه لَع خو ٍف ِِم ِفرعون وم
َ
َ ْٱل ْر ِض َوإنَِ ۥ ُه َل ِم َن ْٱل ُم ْْس ِف
)۸۴ي۔(ویسن۔
ِ
ِ

And none obeyed Moses save some youths from among his people,
because of the fear of Pharaoh and his chiefs, lest he should persecute
them. And of a truth, Pharaoh was a tyrant in the land and surely he was
of the transgressors.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! His holiness Jashoh/Haroon and these a
few Israelites' youth members who stood for the assistance for their
saviour; Were they all opponents and hypocrites (of the tyrannical rule of
Pharaoh). And now you and your system tend to do the same with me and
my companions, as of the attitude rendered by the pharaoh and his
courtiers against Moses (May peace be upon him) and his followers???
Ample stuff to ponder over is there if someone is worth it.
2000 years ago, Allah sent in Jews, a promised Messiah son of Mary, to
liberate the people in subjugation and bondage. At that time Jews had no
government of their own, but were very organized and kept a significant
influence in the Roman government. At that time in Judaism, there were
some families and Rabbis, etc who had squatted over the seat of Moses
under a system but moreover they had made some Jews hostages through
the system. Any Jew who used to say anything legitimate, he had to face
the social expulsion and ostracisation through the system. Virgin Mary's
son, when delegated by God as Promised Messiah amongst them, was in
fact truthful and so was his preaching. Scared by the afflictions of the
system, Jews did not support or second their promised Messiah upon his
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declaration to be the apostle of God, but only a few Jews joined his
disciples to coordinate with him. Esquire. Mirza Masrror Ahmad; Were
these candor and kind hearted Jews who got ready to assist him upon his
declaration of being an apostle; opponents or hypocrites of the
preaching of Moses.
So to cleanse the house of God from the idols like LAAT and MANAAT,
prophet Muhammed (PBUH) was delegated the authority to claim as
prophet who was the result of the prayers of Abrahim (PBUH) and was
an acting Moses got revealed by the first revelation in the cave of Hira,
then the heart of the holy prophet (PBUH) started beating with fear. The
Holy prophet (PBUH), when got back home, then he said to his wife
Khadija, "Wrap a blanket over me, wrap a blanket". After a while when he
felt relieved and a bit better, he said,"Khadija, what has occurred to me".
Then he narrated the whole event to her further said, "I have an
apprehension that my life is in danger, I won't stay alive, i won't stay alive"
Hazrat khadija coaxed him and said, "No, not at all, such a thing won't
happen, be pleased; the most merciful God will never harm you; you show
sympathy to people, speak the truth, you lift the weights of the destitute
and help the stricken and victims of the natural calamities". then your
sympathetic wife; the mother of the believers took you to her cousin,
Warqa Bin Nofal. Upon listening to all the event, Warqa Bin Nofal
concluded that Muhammad (PBUH)was the messenger of God. He
further said,"your creed of people will defy your prophet hood and call
you a liar and afflict you and even expel you from Makkah". He further
said,"Had I been alive by then I would help you".
So there on the first lady to believe in holy prophet (PBUH) was his wife
respected Khadija tul Kubra and followed by two males namely, Hazrat
Abu Baqar (May Allah be pleased with him) and Zaid (May Allah be
pleased with him) and a youngster an eight year old boy named Ali (May
Allah be pleased with him). Once holy prophet (PBUH) addressed the
people of Makkah and said,"God deputed me to you people as His
prophet but called me a liar, but Abu Bakar said that I was truthful,
undoubtedly. (Bukhari) His holiness Abu BAkar Siddique went to his
companions and friends and thus got converted, Hazrat. Saad bin abi
Waqas, Hazrat Usman Bin Affan, Hazrat Ubaid Bin Zaid, Hazrat Talha
Bin Ubaid ullah, instantly. At the same day, upon the invitation and
preaching of holy prophet (PBUH), two slaves, named Amir and Abu
Fakiha (May Allah be pleased with them) got converted and accepted
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Islam. initially, these were the ten righteous beings to accept Islam. In a
short while, the strength of these believers became forty.(40). That
individual whom Allah sent as His messenger/apostle, rather as the seal
of the prophets for the salvation of the entire world and who was famous
for his two titles, Truthful and Honest, prior to it. He was not immediately
welcomed by the people of Makkah, after his claim. Garlands of flowers
were not presented to him for being the greatest promised revivalist, but
he and his followers were not only expelled and boycotted rather they were
besieged for three years in a canyon of Abi Talib. The atrocities and
difficulties witnessed and borne by the early believers of Islam, have a very
sad story. Esquire. Mirza masroor Ahmad! This humble being inquires
from you,"Were these early believers of Islam who followed Muhammed
(PBUH) opponents and hypocrites of the society (Of idolaters and
pagans) of Makkah or they became the pioneer coordinators and helpers
of the prophet to ensure and implement the righteousness.
One century ago, when the advent of Imam Mehdi (PBUH) took place,
so initially at the time of allegiance (40) forty pious Muslims did it and then
stood shoulder to shoulder with him to implement righteousness and
dominance of Islam. These pious nature personalities were
entitled/libeled as the traitors of the creed of prophet, opponents and
hypocrites by the antagonists. Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! Were those
pious individuals really the traitors, opponents and hypocrites of the creed
of the Muhammad (PBUH)???
Esquire. Masroor Ahmad! You would surely respond to it by saying that
thoses people mentioned above were not at all antagonists or hypocrites
of those particular creeds or communities but those were the great helpers
and coordinators of their respective prophets/apostles to implement the
righteousness.
if it is so, then my next question to you is, since you called my companions
the opponents and hypocrites of the community/jamaat. What evidence
do you possess to give them these titles? Have you or the
Qadiyani ahmadiyya community defied or contradicted my claim with
logics of being the Zaki Ghulam of the Messiah of the age with logical
reasonings? How far is it justified to call someone an antagonist/
opponent or a hypocrite on the basis of varying points of view? If it is
correct then all the sects of the Islamic world call and consider us the
traitors of the creed of Muhammad (PBUH) and negators of the seal of
prophethood. The constituent assembly of Pakistan has declared and
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constituted you a pagan, negator of the seal of prophethood and has
expelled you from the sphere/circle of Islam. Do you consider these
Islamic decrees of the Islamic world legitimate? If not, then how come
you are justified to consider me and my followers an opponents or
hypocrites of the community/jammat and on the basis of which logic you
have initiated the expulsion from Ahmadiyya community and social
boycott for me and my followers. And further you say,"They desire to
spoil the atmosphere of the jammat/community and enjoy such a
scenario"

Who are those people who have spoiled and
polluted the atmosphere?

Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! The history witnesses that at every
epoch/age, the nation of every prophet entitled him as a wizard/ magician
and lunatic.
Furthermore the initial followers of each prophet were accused of spoiling
the tranquil atmosphere of that contemporary society by helping so and
so person. (Noah, Abrahim, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad (PBUH) and Mirza
Ghulam Ahamd
etc, as none of the nations' but a few number of people accepted these
prophets). Did the early companions of his holiness Noah, Abrahim,
Moses, Jesus, Muhammad (PBUH) and Mirza Ghulam Ahmad peace be
upon all of them; spoil the tranquil atmosphere of the peaceful society?
No not at all. It is because of a factor of piety existing in the hearts of the
truthful people to recognise the legitimate claimants. Therefore at the time
of every reformer/revivalist there happen to be some chosen individuals
who tend to be very God fearing and righteous ones, so their light of faith
helps them to recognise the reformer instantly. So such companions of
the contemporary age of that respective reformer do not happen to be
spoiling the tranquil atmosphere of that society but by extending their
coordination with such a reformer they happen to bring about a change in
the existing paganistic and pantheistic atmosphere into a righteous
atmosphere. So the self invented leaders of such a society accuse
baselessly, the revivalist and his initial followers. The fact is that
the righteous act to support such a reformer by his followers jeopardises
and attacks the earnings of the contemporary existing leaders and their
honor and integrity falls in jeopardy too. So to save their earnings and
religious nominal seats such hapless leaders start giving basesless/cheap
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and dirty statements against them. The claim of this humble being is not
only logical like the reformers prior to me, but also according to the
euphoric prophecies in the light of the Quran.
Esquire. mirza Masroor Ahmad! this humble servant wants to tell you and
the members of the Qadiyani ahmadiyya jamaat that the sacred jamaat of
whose germination and irrigation was done by the promised Messiah and
Imam Mehdi was polluted by whom and which people? Who is the one
and those people who put the jamaat Ahmadiyya into a quagmire/marsh
and hardship, because of the prophecy of the promised reformer? His
holiness the promised Messiah and Imam Mehdi upon whom this
revelation occurred on 20th February, 1886AD, reiterated and wrote
about the Zaki Ghulam according to his understanding and estimation
that he would be his son from his progeny. Later on this conclusion
became a severe devastation for his male offspring. The whole event goes
on like this that the members of the community, due to the same drawn
conclusion of his holiness, placed his elder son, Mirza Bashir ud din
Mehmood, in the age of twenty five (25) in the office of the caliph hood,
in the year 1914. Furthermore they committed another big blunder that
after making him the caliph, they started giving and writing titles for him
without any probe or research just under the influence of respect and
reverence (in good faith or with a purpose of flattery___ God knows) like
the reflection of the second nature and of promised reformer/revivalist.
If someone has any doubt or scepticism he may refer to or consult my
treatise of news section, news number 5 at the web site, alghulam.com,
whose title is, "The claim of being the promised reformer for the second
caliph by the people". In the same news number 5, one who doubts may
check out the title page as well in which the speech of 12th April 1914
made by the second caliph has been published under the title, Office of
the Caliph hood". Besides that, one may read out carefully, the treatise of
1914 by the professor of the Ahmadiyya university named Maulvi
Muhammad Ismail under the title "The sign of the Blessing" in which
professor has failed to attempt to prove or portray the second caliph as
the promised reformer. In reality, the obsession and mania to become the
promised reformer was induced in Esquire. Bashir ud din, at the same time
when he held the office of the second caliph and people of the community
started calling and writing him as the apparition of second nature and the
promised reformer. Afterwards upon realising that the people of the
community had already made and considered him to be the promised
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reformer, he started doing such acts in the color and under the garb of
being the promised reformer to prove himself worthy of that. For
instance, the person (I meant Mirza Sultan Ahmad) who did not accept
the claim of his great father for being the promised Messiah and Imam
Mehdi and also did not acknowledge the reign of the first caliph of the
Messiah (In whose heart he bore a lot of respect for him) and defied to
accept ahmadiyyat, So when mirza Sultan Ahmad was on his death bed,
then the second caliph went to his house and held his hand to let him have
the allegiance for Ahmadiyat for the purpose of proving him to make four
of the three, as per the prophecy. On the death bed, Mirza Sultan Ahmad
took the oath of allegiance to acknowledge the claims of his father to be
the promised Messiah and if he indeed had the truthfulness in
his allegiance then to make four out of three of his spiritual brothers
(Mirza Bashir ud din Mehmood Ahmad, Bashir Ahmad and Sharif
Ahmad) was Mirza Sultan Ahmad and not the second caliph.
And then the second caliph had been making people prisoners in the
jamaat/community by depriving them of the fundamental rights, and on
the other hand he initiated political activism/activities beside preaching
under the garb of liberation of the lookedup Kashmiri Mislims from the
clutches of Hindus, it was all done to provide the evidence for the
emancipation of the oppressed victims. So these two examples are enough
and bear a credible specimen to prove my statements. Anyway, he could
not liberate the Kashmiries, since they have been striving for freedom till
now. But the second caliph, upon finding an appropriate opportunity in
1944, declared himself the promised reformist on the basis of a long
dream. Its further details are present in my two essay (bearing numbers 16
and 21 entitling "The speeches of second caliph and his programmes"; and
"The analysis and reality behind the claim of second caliph to be the
promised reformist") Now at this stage, some of those people who
nominated second caliph to be the promised reformist, contradict such an
act and claim in the light of Quran and euphoric revelations about the Zaki
Ghulam.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! It has been proven from the above
mentioned facts that the one who claimed to be the promised reformer
against the teachings of Quran bears the brunt of opening the door for
the deterioration in the Ahmadiyya community/jamaat. Further more,
those people are guilty for deteriorating and polluting the atmosphere of
the community who made the second caliph to be the promised reformist,
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without considering, researching and going against the teachings of the
promised Messiah, and just did it under the passion of reverence. For the
righteous man, this indication is enough to be considered.
You further say,"The question is when his holiness the promised Messiah
(PBUH) elucidated this prophecy vivdly that he would be my progeny
meaning, my direct offspring; not only my flesh and blood but would be
born by my wife's womb".

The Ghulam e Messiahuzamaan, meaning the
Promised Reformist was supposed to be born by
the womb of Ms. Nusrat Jehan, the mother of
the righteous people?

Hadhrat Imam Mahdi and the promised Messiah (peace be upon him)
says: "God the Merciful, the Noble, the High, the Exalted, Who has
power to do all that He wills (glory be to Him and exalted be His name)
Has vouchsafed to me the following revelation:
I confer upon thee a Sign of My mercy according to thy supplications. I
have heard thy entreaties and have honored thy prayers with My
acceptance through My mercy and have blessed this thy journey. A Sign
of power, mercy, nearness to Me is bestowed on thee, a Sign of grace and
beneficence is awarded to thee and thou art granted the key of success and
victory. Peace on thee, O victorious one. Thus does God speak so that
those who desire life may be rescued from the grip of death and those who
are buried in the graves may emerge therefrom and so that the superiority
of Islam and the dignity of God’s word may become manifest unto the
people and so that truth may arrive with all its blessings and falsehood may
depart with all its ills, and so that people may understand that I am the
Lord of Power, I do whatever I will, and so that they may believe that I
am with thee, and so that those who do not believe in God and deny and
reject His religion and His Book and His Holy Messenger Muhammad,
the Chosen One (on whom be peace) may be confronted with a clear Sign
and the way of the guilty ones may become manifest.
Rejoice, therefore, that a handsome and pure boy will be bestowed on you.
You will receive a pure and virtuous youth (boy). That boy will be of thy
seed and will be of thy progeny. A handsome and pure boy will come as
your guest. His name is Emmanuel and Bashir. He has been invested with
a holy spirit, and he will be free from all impurity. He is the light of Allah.
Blessed is he who comes from heaven. He will be accompanied by grace
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which shall arrive with him. He will be characterized with grandeur,
greatness and wealth. He will come into the world and will heal many of
their disorders through his Messianic qualities and through the blessings
of the Holy Spirit.He is the Word of Allah for Allah’s mercy and honour
have equipped him with the Word of Majesty. He will be extremely

intelligent and understanding and will be meek of heart and will be
filled with scientific and philosophic knowledge. He will convert 3
into 4 (of this the meaning is not clear). It is Monday a blessed
Monday. Son, Delight of the heart high ranking noble; a
manifestation of the First and the Last, a manifestation of the Truth
and the Supreme; as if Allah has descended from heaven. His advent
will be greatly blessed and will be a source of manifestation of Divine
Majesty. Behold a light cometh, a light anointed by God with the perfume
of His pleasure. We shall pour Our spirit into him and he will be sheltered
under the shadow of God. He will grow rapidly in stature and will be the
means of procuring the release of those held in bondage. His fame will
spread to the ends of the earth and peoples will be blessed through him.
He will then be raised to his spiritual station in heaven. This is a matter
decreed."(Collection of announcement ,Vol ,1 ( P. 100 to102)

Some Facts about the Divine Revelation about
the Promised Revivalist/ Reformist

Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! These are the true wordings of the Divine
revelation of 20th February, 1886, and this divine revelation is named as
revelation of promised reformist, in Ahmadiyya community. What are the
facts and figures of this divine revelation? What is proven by this divine
revelation? These facts are mentioned underneath:(1) The promised Messiah was given intimation about two marks or two
beings/persons, means that one sign is nominated as a boy and the other
one is nominated as a pure and virtuous youth.
For example (1) a handsome and pure boy will be bestowed on you. (2)
And you will receive a pure and virtuous youth (boy).
(2) Allah reiterated in His revelation vividly about "A handsome and pure
boy " and further explained, "He would be from your seed of progeny and
race". But for the pure and virtuous youth Allah did not elucidate what he
would be or who would he be?
(3) For a pure and virtuous youth the revealee, considering him to be a
boy in flesh, wrote in bracket a boy, and this word of a boy is not a revealed
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word but it is a personal estimation/conclusion and judgment of the
revealee.
(4) In the divine revelation of 20th February, 1886, the pure and virtuous
youth is the promised reformist and the relevant revelation goes on with
the arabic verse for blessings with him till the end of the verse. In the
prophecy of promised reformist, the prophecy of (a handsome and pure
boy) is included as an additional branch.
(5) In this divine revelation Allah did not intimate at all, the revealee about
the time of birth of a handsome and pure boy and the pure and virtuous
youth. The wordings of the divine revelation clearly express that Allah
kept the revealee unaware of this matter in all its forms.
(6) Allah reiterated in the divine revelation of 20th February, 1886 the
following indications/signs for the recognition of the pure and virtuous
youth (Promised Revivalist).---"He will be extremely intelligent and

understanding and will be meek of heart and will be filled with
scientific and philosophic knowledge. He will convert 3 into 4 (of
this the meaning is not clear). It is Monday a blessed Monday. Son,
Delight of the heart high ranking noble; a manifestation of the First
and the Last, a manifestation of the Truth and the Supreme; as if
Allah has descended from heaven. "

Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad, I hope that these six elemants of the
divine revelation that I have pointed out or written as facts can not trigger
any objection or doubt in the Ahmadiyya community for any body with
vision and education. These are the six facts of the divine revalation of
20th February, 1886; from whom there is no escape or negation at all. And
I am optimistic that you would agree to it.
(7) Apart from these six (6) facts, a seventh reality must be kept in mind
as well that this concluding whim of promised Messiah about the pure and
virtuous youth to be from his flesh and blood. So according to this
concluding or drawn whim that bodily boy had to take birth from the
womb of any other pious women than Ms. Nusrat Jehan, rather from the
body of the third wife. It should be borne in mind that after the divine
revelation of 20th February, 1886, the promised Messiah bore witness to
one revealed vision. In a letter written on 8th June, 1886, he quotes about
this vision and tell it to Maulvi Noor Ud Din (MAy Allah be pleased with
him) that---"About four months ago it was conveyed to me that a son
physically and spiritually strong, perfect in his manifest and hidden
powers, will be bestowed upon me whose name will be Bashir.
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Up to now my own impression was that possibly that blessed son will be
born of my present wife. Now I have received revelation to the effect that
I will soon have to marry again and that it has been divinely determined
that a pious and good-natured wife will be bestowed upon me who will
bear children. What is surprising is that when this revelation was received
I was bestowed in a vision four fruits, three of them mangoes but one of
them very large of green colour which did not resemble any of the fruits
of this world. I conceive, through this is not yet confirmed by revelation,
that that fruit which is not of the fruits of this world is the promised
blessed son for there is no doubt that the interpretation of fruit is children.
As there has been good news of a pious wife and simultaneously four fruits
have been bestowed in a vision one of which is of a special kind, my mind
is inclined to this interpretation. But Allah knows best."(Tadhkirah (eng)
page 182,183)
Three facts are proven from this letter of promised Messiah.
(Frstly) He has a notion or point of view that the shown great green fruit
in the vision reflected "pure and virtuous youth meaning promised
revivalist" would be your son in flesh.
(Secondly) That bodily son would not take birth from the womb of Ms.
Nusrat Jehan, the mother of the righteous people.
(Thirdly) In the recent future he would have to marry another pious lady
who would bear this pure and virtuous youth and promised reformist from
her womb zaki Ghulam meaning the promised revivalist would be born in
this way.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! hazoor is saying in his own words that
the promised son or the special boy would be borne by the third wife
instead of Ms. Nusrat Jehan. But you are saying,"He would not only be
my flesh and blood rather be borne by the body of my wife" As later on
that third marriage could not take place and thus the zaki Ghulam
(promised revivalist) could not take birth from the body/womb of Ms.
Nusrat Jehan, the mother of the righteous ones. The details of which are as
under.
On 7th August, 1887 Bashir Ahmad 1st was born. Hazoor reiterates in
his advertisement under the title"Happy News".
"Oh spectators! I give you good news that the boy for whose birth I
prophesied in the advertisement of 8th April, 1886 and got the intimation
from God and so I wrote a spade a spade in my statement that if he does
not take birth in this conception then he would surely be born in the
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second conception right after this one. So on 16th Zeqad, 1404H,
compatible to 7th August, 1887 after 12AM at night by half past one that
happy promised infant has been born. So thank God accordingly.
(collection of the advertisements, V1, page 141)
The promised Messiah clearly indicated, at the time of the birth of Bashir
Ahmad 1st, by giving this boy the name of "Happy promised Infant" that
he was the fulfiller of the prophecy of the promised remormist. But by the
consent and desire of God, this boy died on 4th november, 1888, after
staying alive for (15) fifteen months. Consequently Hazoor wrote a letter
on 4th December, 1888 to maulvi Noor Ud Din (May Allah be pleased
with him). In this letter he mentions that:- "This description, that
beautiful sacred boy__________ that comes from the sky. This entire
description indicates a life of a few days because a guest happens to be the
one who ultimately leaves after a few days of stay and thus instantly goes
away. And the sentence depicted later on indicates the promised reformist
and it contains his definition and praise till the end. The prophecy of 20th
February__________ consisted of two combined prophecies that got
considered as one by mistake. And later on the revelation of god
quashed/purgated that error. (Tadhkira page 109/Letter of 4th
December, 1888)
Now it is obvious from the above mentioned wordings that Hazoor had
understood at the demise of Bashir Ahmad 1st that the Divine revelation
of 20th February, 1886, consisted of two combined prophecies. " That
boy will be of thy seed and will be of thy progeny. A handsome and pure
boy will come as your guest. His name is Emmanuel and Bashir. He has
been invested with a holy spirit, and he will be free from all impurity. He
is the light of Allah. Blessed is he who comes from heaven.". This portion
of the divine's revelation is being pasted by Hazoor over Bashir Ahmad
1st and said:
"This entire description indicates a life of a few days because a guest
happens to be the one who ultimately leaves after a few days of stay and
thus instantly goes away".
And further Hazoor reiterates that "the sentence depicted later on
indicates the promised reformist and it contains his definition and praise
till the end"
According to the sayings of Hazoor, the description or prophecy about
the promised reformer starts from this sentence, "He bears the blessings
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and that would come along with his---This is a matter decreed. (Collection
of letters, V 1, pages 100 and 102)
Now it is conspicuous that in the divine revelation two (2) individual
beings have been quoted one is "handsome and pure boy" and second is
"pure and virtuous youth" so the handsome and pure boy, in the form of
Bashir Ahmad 1st was born and according to the wordings of the
revelation he again got lifted back to the sky. Now the second being
meaning the "pure and virtuous youth" had left and he was the one whom
hazoor nominated as the promised reformer and spoke about him.
______ " the sentence depicted later on indicates the promised reformer
and it contains his definition and praise for him till the end".
As it is quoted since the beginning that at the time of publication of the
divine revelation Hazoor wrote with the zaki Ghulam in brackets (Boy),
considering him one being instead of two individuals as mentioned in the
revelation. it should be clear that the wordings of a (boy) in brackets are
Hazoor's personal drawn conclusions and not from the revealed wordings.
Now, "handsome and pure boy", after the death of Bashir Ahmad 1st,
Hazoor kept considering and firmly stood with this estimation that the
zaki Ghulam would be his son/progeny and thus reiterates in the green
advertisement of 1st December, 1888 with reference to the demise of the
Bashir Ahmad 1st under the title "The righteous speech in respect of the
event of the demise of Bashir that
(1)"God Almighty also disclosed to me that the prophecy of Feb.20, 1886
predicted the birth of two blessed boys. Up to the words: Blessed is he
who comes from heaven; the prophecy related to the first Bashir who
became the spiritual cause of the descent of divine mercy, and the rest of
it related to the second Bashir." (Tadhkirah p,210)
And in the same green advertisement he says under the footnote:
(2)"No one should be misled that the prophecy just mentioned related to
the Promised Reformer. It has been clearly expounded by revelation that
all these phrases related to the son who died. The prophecy with regard to
the Promised Reformer begins with the words: He will be accompanied
with grace which shall arrive with him. Thus the Promised Reformer has
been named Fazal in the revelation. His second name is Mahmud and his
third name is Bashir second. In one revelation he has been named Fazl-eUmar.It was inevitable that his coming should have been postponed till
the Bashir, who has died had been born and called back, for all these
matters were placed by divine wisdom under his feet.
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The first Bashir was a forerunner of the second and therefore both were
mentioned in the same prophecy." (Tadhkirah p,211)
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! Whatever is mentioned in the footnote
of the green advertisement, it all reflects as mentioned underneath:
(1) _______ In the first reference that has been discussed above in the
"Green Advertisement", Hazoor has mentioned that "Allah revealed upon
him that the prophecy of 20th February, 1886 was in fact, consisted of the
birth of two pious boys". In this connection, it is reiterated that divine
revelation of 20thFeb, 1886, undoubtedly prophesied for two signs,
meaning one wajeeh aur pak larka and the second one zaki Ghulam. The
zaki Ghulam whom Hazoor has nominated to be the promised reformer,
practically not proven to be from his progeny/flesh and blood, (whose
detail would come later on) rather proves to be his spiritual son. In the
same fashion as promised Messiah was the spiritual son of prophet
Muhammad (PBUH). So to create the credibility/correlation of Hazoor's
expression and revelation, we have no choice but to believe that Hazoor
meant by both two pious boys as one pertaining to a boy in flesh and
blood and the other one being a spiritual creature.
(2) _________In the same reference, Hazoor further quotes this
phenomenon that "The second sentence/description is in relation to the
second Bashir". In the divine revelation, this latter description starts with
the following wordings that "Along with him there is blessing bestowed
that will come hand in hand _______ till this is a matter decreed'. These
wordings of divine revelation in fact pertain to the promised reformer.
And after this when Hazoor reiterates that,"The second
sentence/description is in relation to the second Bashir" gives an
impression as if these wordings were not from Divinity but his personal
drawn conclusions. The reason being this is that later on when the second
Bashir, viz. Bashir ud Din Mehmood Ahmad was born, then at the time
of his birth, Hazoor categorically never said that "the same boy is the
promised son or promised reformer". Had Hazoor reiterated at the time
of birth of second Bashir that he was undoubtedly the same promised son
or promised reformer, there would have been no scepticism left for these
wordings to be from the Divinity. But if at the time of the birth of the
second Bashir, the one who was revealed had said like this that," this boy's
name was kept, Bashir and Mahmood by virtue of action only symbolically
and after the utter disillusionment, there would again be an intimation but
so far it has not been revealed to me that the same boy is the one who
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would acquire ample age and be a promised reformer or else.
(Advertisement of completion of preaching.
-Collection of advertisements V1, page 191, footnote)" Then it has been
proven by the own wordings of the one who is revealed upon/ the
revealee that '' The latter description is about another Bashir". and these
wordings were not the revealed wordings but Hazoor's personal efforts
and drawn conclusion.
(3) ______ In the second reference of the Green Advertisement, this very
stuff that Hazoor reiterated," we should not be deceived or have
misconception about that prophecy which is quoted here, favors the
promised reformer. It is because through the revelation it has been
conspicuously known that all these descriptions are in favor of the
deceased son and the prophecy that pertains to promised reformer, starts
from this description that he possesses the heavenly bounties and along
with him will come the Heavenly blessing". This statement of Hazoor is
absolutely truthful. It is because this divine revelation is in fact about the
promised reformer. In this great divine revelation Allah has also
mentioned about the deceased son as a supplementary and additional
manner./ way. Now the question is, Why has Allah mentioned in addition
about the captured/deceased progeny? So in this connection it is explained
that Allah did it for this purpose that He wanted to test the progeny of
Hazoor in the latter time.
(4) _______ In the same reference, Hazoor quotes about some
Heavenly/revealed names. For example, Fazal, Mehmood, Bashir II, and
Fazle Umar, as they are the revealed names of promised reformer. Had
Hazoor (Peace be upon him) kept and given a symbolic name from all
these revealed names to any of his son then he must have reiterated that,
"The name of this boy is kept as Bashir and Mehmood as well with
intention and symbolically and after the sheer revelation it would be
intimated, but so far it has not been revealed to be if the same boy is
promised reformer and with long life or he is someone else".
Even then that boy (Bashir Ud Din Mahmood Ahmad) can not become a
promised reformer on the basis of symbolic or honorary name.
Furthermore, if (Bashir Ud Din Mahmood Ahmad) after his birth, Hazoor
never had propagated (The same boy is a promised reformer) like that but
all his statements have been negating him to be the promised reformer,
then how come that boy become a promised reformer on his own or how
the members of the community could make him a promised reformer?
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(5)_______ It should also be cleared, if it is supposed that after giving a
symbolic name to his son by Hazoor, he would have mentioned in any of
his writings about this boy that, "This very boy is a happy infant or
promised infant or promised reformer", even then if the revealed euphoric
revelation over Hazoor has been negating his sayings, so the
demand/pragmatism requires that we being Ahmadies had following the
revealed divinely wording instead of huzoor's drawn conclusions. It is
because Huzoor has reiterated time and again, in his writings that my
sayings and the commandants of Allah can not be ever equal. There is a
possibility of error in human drawn conclusion but not in Divine's sayings
ever. For example he reiterates:(1) "I supposedly say, if I draw myself to a conclusion about any child that
he is the same promised son, and thus my estimation goes wrong, then
what fault would be with the divine revelation. Has there been no example
in the past about the error of judgements/estimation of the prophets?"
(Ref. Asmani Faisala, Edition December, 1891, Ruhani KhazainV 4, page
341)
At another place Hazoor reiterates:(2)"And to speak this about the boy (Bashir Ahmad 1st) that is being
entitled as happy promised one. Then oh cursed one, the progeny of the
promised happy ones tend to be promised as well; apart from a few
exceptions. Who can be such a father who wouldn't call his son possessing
obedient habits but say him having possessed dirty habits/customs. Is
this your routine tendency of actions? And supposedly had it been the
same that I meant, then my sayings and the sayings of Allah are not
identical. I am a human being and it is possible that I say something with
my personal estimation and that may not be correct". (Hujja Tullah,
Edition published, 1897. Ruhani Khazain, V 12, page, 158)
(3) In the same connection Hazoor expresses in his poetic narration
that
رفقامنایںےہ
ِ وقلرشبویکرکنرباربوہ۔۔۔ واہںدقرتاہیںدرامدنیگ
ِ دخاےکوقلےس
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! From the above mentioned two extracts
and the poetic verse of Hazoor, these two results are proven.
(Firstly) The human wordings and the revealed wordings of God can never
be equal. Prophets tend to be humans, therefore in their expression, an
error of judgment or conclusion can occur.
(Secondly) If a contradiction occurs in between the drawn estimated
conclusion of a prophet and the revelation, then we must try to find
correlation in between both of them. And in case there happens to be no
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correlation, then we must act according to the divine revelation upon the
prophet. I hope that in the light of the above mentioned discussion, those
people (who have been trying to adhere to a logic in the light of two two
references of the Green advertisement to make the second caliph the
promised reformer) would have become thoroughly satisfied.
For the zaki Ghulam, hazoor having said that _______"And the latter
sentence is the indication towards the promised reformer and defines and
praises him till the end". has nominated him to be the promised reformer.
And the series of euphoric revelations about him continued till hazoor's
demise. Before filing the euphoric revelations, one of the traditions of
God must be mentioned here as useful and mandatory. It should be
explicit that whenever God reveals to any human being about the birth of
any child, so at the time of forecast that child happen to be not present in
the world, rather that promised and sacred child is born after the
revelation. For example Allah the most supreme says in the chapter
Maryam from verse17 to 22:َ
ْ َ
َ
َ ف ْإلک
ْ ِ إذکُ ْر
ْ َ ِم إ ْه ِل َها َم ََكَن
ْ ِ إنت َب َذ ْت
َشقِ ِيا
اب َم ْريَ َم ِإ ِذ
ِت
و
ِ
َ
َ
َ
َ
ْ
َ
َ
َ
ُ ِ ْ َ َ َِ َ
َ ِ وِن ْم
َ وح َنا ف َت َم ِثل ل َها بَ ََش
َ ِحااب فا ْر َسل َناإل ْهيَا ُر
ِ
إس ِو ِی
د
ِ
ِ فاّتذت ِم
َ
ِ
َ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َِ ُ ُ ْ ْ َ َ
ت ت ِق ِيا
قالت ِإ ِّن إعوذ ِابلرْح ِن ِمنک ِإن کن
َ
َ َ َ
ُ
ِب َل ِک ُغ َلما َزکِيا
َ َقال ِإ ِّنَا إ ََن َر ُس ْول َر ِ ِب ِک ِّل َه
َ َ َ
ُ ََش َِو َ َْل إ
ْ َ ت إَ ِّن يَ ُک ْو ُن ِ ْل ُغ َل ٌم َِو َ َْل
ْ قال
ِک َب ِغيا
ٌ َ َی َس ْس ِ ْن ب
ْ َِ ْ َ َ َ َ َِ ِ َ ْ َ َ ِ َِ َ ٓ ُ َ َ ْ َ َ ٌ ِ َ َِ َ َ َ ُ ُِ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ
إمق ِض ِيا
قال کذل ِِک قال رب ِک هو لَع ه ِي ولِنجعله أية لِلناس ورْحة ِمنا وَكن إمر
And relate the story of Mary as mentioned in the Book. When she withdrew
from her people to a place to the east. And screened herself off from them,
then We sent Our angel to her, and he appeared to her in the form of a
perfect man. She said, ‘I seek refuge with the Gracious God from thee if
indeed thou dost fear Him. He replied, ‘I am only a Messenger of thy Lord,
that I may bestow on thee a pure and virtuous youth. She said, ‘How can
I have a son when no man has touched me, neither have been I been
unchaste?’ He replied, ‘Thus it is.’ But says thy Lord, ‘It is easy for Me;
and We shall do so that We may make him a Sign unto them, and a mercy
from Us, and it is a thing decreed.’
From the above mentioned verses it is reflectant/obvious that at the time
when the angel prophesied about the zaki Ghulam (pure and virtuous
youth) to her holiness Mary, the zaki Ghulam was not present in the world.
It was after the revelation that God gave the behest for the birth of a zaki
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Ghulam from the womb of her holiness Mary. This is the Divine tradition
and no contradiction can exist in it. In the second chapter of the first part
of my book with the title "Ghulam e Massihuzamaan" I have mentioned
in detail about this tradition of God. The readers can get the benefits from
there. Now this humble being endorses order wise the euphoric
revelations about the zaki Ghulam (pure and virtuous youth).

The order wise revelations about the Ghulam e
Massihuzamaan meaning the promised
reformer.
(1) 20th February, 1886. This forecasted revelation has been endorsed in
detail in the beginning.
(2) 1894. We give thee good tidings of a youth. (Tadhkirah eng p, 323)
(3) 1896. We give thee good tidings of a gentle youth a manifestation of
the Truth and the Supreme as if Allah had descended from heaven.
(Tadhkirah eng p, 350)
(4) April 13 1899. Wait a short while, I shall soon bestow on thee a zaki
Ghulam (pure and virtuous youth). (Tadhkirah eng p, 409)
(5) December 26 1905. We give you good news of a youth who will be an
addition for you, an addition from myself. (Tadhkirah eng p, 720)
(6) March 1906. We give thee good news of a youth as an addition for
thee. (Tadhkirah eng p, 745)
(7) 1906. We give thee good news of a youth who will be a manifestation
of the Truth and the Supreme, as if Allah had descended from heaven.
(Tadhkirah eng p, 800)
(8) 1906. We give thee good news of a youth as an addition for thee.
(Tadhkirah eng p, 800)
(9) September 16 1907. We give thee good news of a gentle youth.
(Tadhkirah Zaffrullah eng p, 401)
(10) October 1907. We give you good news of a gentle youth. He will
descend in place of Mubarak. Felicitations to you, O Saqi, on the coming
of the festival. (Tadhkirah eng p, 875)
(11) November 6,7 1907. I shall bestow on you a zaki ghulam (pure and
virtuous youth). Lord, bestow on me pure progeny. (Tadhkirah eng p, 880)
(12) November 6,7 1907. We give you good news of a youth whose name
will be Yahya. Have you not seen how your Lord had dealt with the People
of the Elephant? ----Felicitation on the coming of the festival. It is the
festival, celebrate it or not. (Tadhkirah eng p, 880)
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Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! (Firstly) The following euphoric
revelations mentioned above have been witnessing, in the light of holy
Quran, that despite the desire of the pious man (his holiness Imam mehdi
and promised Messiah) Allah did not grant/bestow upon him the zaki
ghulam in bodily form. According to my divine's knowledge and research,
his holiness Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah (PBUH) indeed kept
searching for him in his progeny, till death, but as per your saying he never
reiterated categorically that, "He (zaki ghulam i.e promised reformer)
would be my offspring or my direct progeny. He would not only be my
flesh and blood but take birth from the womb of my wife". Esquire.
Masroor Ahmad! If you have read anywhere these wordings of hazoor,
"He (zaki ghulam i.e promised reformer) would be my offspring or my
direct progeny. He would not only be my flesh and blood but take birth
from the womb of my wife" in any of his writings, then intimate us with
complete reference of these wordings.
(Secondly) It should be clear that his holiness, the founder of the
Jamaat/community reiterated conspicuously about his two sons (Bashir
Ahmad 1st and Mubarik Ahmad) that they were zaki ghulam i.e promised
reformer but Allah subhan wa taala clearly disillusioned you and the jamaat
through you by giving demise to these two boys in infancy and
disconnecting the chain of your male progeny and furthermore by keeping
the continuation of the euphoric revelation for zaki ghulam till your death
that the zaki ghulam meaning the promised reformer was to be born after
6/7th November, 1907, and thus in this way, he would not be any of your
bodily son.
(Thirdly) Our leader, his holiness the Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah
never reiterated in his life time about his three sons who stayed alive and
lived long (Bashir Ud Din Mahmood Ahmad, Bashir Ahmad, Sharif
Ahmad) that they deserve to be entitled for the prophecy of the promised
reformer. But It should be kept in mind, had Hazoor reiterated in any of
his writings about either of these sons that so and so of my son is promised
zaki ghulam or promised reformer, so even then to create a correlation in
between hazoor's sayings and the divine's euphoric revelation, we could
maximum say that it was the desire of hazoor that the promised zaki
ghulam meaning promised reformer would have been his bodily son but
Allah, with the motive of testing your community/jamaat and particularly
your progeny,did not accept or fulfil your desire.
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It is thoroughly proven, in the light of above mentioned euphoric
revelations about zaki ghulam (Promised Reformer) that Allah intended
not to give birth to this zaki ghulam from the womb of her holiness the
mother of the righteous people Ms. Nusrat Jehan and even the third
marriage of hazoor could not take place of whom he had a hope for the
birth of the zaki ghulam. Then esquire Masroor Ahmad, how his holiness
Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah reiterated that, "He (zaki ghulam i.e
promised reformer) would be my offspring or my direct progeny. He
would not only be my flesh and blood but take birth from the womb of
my wife. ( )تفکروإوتند موإوإتقوہللا وّلتغلوإSo ponder over it and do not go
astray and have true God fearing.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! We all know that the holy prophet
(PBUH) bestowed and prophesied for his followers/creed about his
spiritual son the Imam Mehdi. The way the holy prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) reiterates:(1) (Arabic saying of Abu Daud the book of righteous way/hidayat)
Translation. Hazrat Abdullah relates, that the holy prophet (PBUH)
reiterated,"Had there been one day left in the day of judgment for this
world then Allah would prolong that day, till He sends from me or from
my family, a person, whose father's name would be the namesake of my
father. He would fill the world with justice and equality in that manner as
if it had been filled with tyranny and brutality.
(2) (Arabic saying of the holy prophet) Umme Salma (May Allah be
pleased with her) relates that she had heard the holy prophet (PBUH)
saying, he reiterated,"Mehdi will be from the progeny of Fatima (May
Allah be pleased with her) this saying was quoted by Abu Daud". (Mishkah
Sharif, book, 3 page, 28)
Now I place a question to you, that despite the clear wordings of the holy
prophet (PBUH),"Did that very spiritual son of the holy prophet (PBUH)
meaning, his holiness Imam Mehdi born from the progeny of Fatima(May
Allah be pleased with her) meaning from SADAATS?" Not at all, rather
he is born from the Mughal family/descent. Now at this juncture, if the
estimated expression of the holy prophet (PBUH) has appeared in the garb
of estimated error then the estimated expression of spiritual son of holy
prophet (PBUH), viz. Imam Mehdi has no value left, as he wrote in
brackets the word, (boy). Could it not be an error in the garb of the
estimated drawn mistake? Keep in mind that it can undoubtedly occur,
rather it has happened. The majority of the Muslims, apart from Ahmadis,
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has been waiting till now, for that Imam Mehdi to be born from Saadaats,
although he was born a century earlier in another nation. Esquire. Mirza
Masroor Ahmad! Now you and the members of the Ahmadiyya
community have been committing the same mistake as of done by some
people of the creed of the Muslims, already. Now as per the desires of
some people of the creed of Muslims, can the spiritual son of holy prophet
(PBUH), meaning Imam Mehdi be born in the family of Sadaats. Not at
all. Now you have, against the Will/consent of Allah, falsely and forcefully
portrayed the birth of a zaki ghulam (promised Reformer) from the womb
of her holiness Nusrat Jehan, the mother of righteous people. But I hope
that very soon you will understand the sense of this oppression and
tyranny. Esquire. Masroor Ahmad! People with wisdom learn from the
mistakes committed by others but not repeat the same.
Further you say,"How, Janbah sahib came after a century from that womb,
so the first factor is this"

The reason for the appearance of Janbah sahib
or else one in the Ahmadiyya community after a
hundred year.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! In the context of the previous pages, this
phenomenon has been proven that the zaki ghulam (pure and virtuous
youth) could not be born from the womb of Ms. Nusrat Jehan nor
another marriage of Hazoor could take place, of whom the zaki ghulam
could be born. Now it is factual that the divine revelation to hazoor is true.
Since this zaki ghulam did not take birth from the progeny of the revealee
(bodily boy) then undoubtedly he has to be born from anywhere of the
disciples of revealee, meaning the jamaat Ahmadiyya. So according to the
will/consent of Allah, from Ahmadiyya community/jamaat, this could be
Janbah sahib or any other fellow. And as far as a hundred year is
concerned, then in this connection it is reiterated....

The Reality of a hundred year.

This humble being speaks out to Mirza masroor Ahmad sahib and all the
individuals of the Ahmadiyya community with his source that remember
this fact that the founder of the jamaat/community his holiness Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad the Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah was a great
servant of Hazrat Muhammad Mustafa (PBUH). Whatever services he has
done to the religion of Islam, those were done under the education and
auspices of Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH). If Allah has bestowed any divine
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revelation upon his holiness Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah for the
reflection of the grandeur of Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH), then the
fulfilment of such a revelation would be in the same fashion as occurred
in the past for Hazrat muhammad (PBUH) who is the patron of hazrat
Imam Mehdi and the promised Messiah. Keep this thing in mind that
Ahmadiyyat is not a new religion. It is the continuation and the shadow of
Muhammadism. Muhammadism, meaning the safeguard of Islam and to
keep the Muslims on the righteousness, Hazat muhammad (PBUH)
presented that prophecy which means the sayings about revivalists, so it
contains this context (Arabic) means that Allah Almighty will keep
delegating a person at the start of every century who would revive His
religion for Him. (Sunan Abu Dawud, book 2 of Almulahim, Mishkah
Sharif book 1, page 71)
Now during the century, the innovations that got included in the religion
of Islam and to get it free from the lustful human inclusions, according to
this saying of the prophet (PBUH), Allah will delegate His any man to
appear with the knowledge of verses and prophecies, at the start of every
century.
And do remember this factor that it is not possible that Allah would send
untimely and unnecessarily, any of His true revivalist or the promised one.
The reformists and revivalists come at their right time and season. Now,
since Ahmadiyat is the shadow of Muhammadism and continuation of the
same chain, therefore the zaki ghulam who is supposed to be appeared in
Ahmadiyya community (Promised reformist or promised revivalist, name
him whatever you desire) happens to correlate the appearance of the
former revivalists of the chain of Muhammadism, and thus had to be
delegated after the appearance of Imam Mehdi at the start of coming
fifteenth century and not in fourteenth century. On the other hand, the
great revivalist of the fourteenth century was the founder of
jamaat/community, and there was no room or exception for the zaki
ghulam to step in the same century. Esquire. Masroor Ahmad! Now you
must have been disillusioned that the promised spiritual son of his holiness
Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah had to appear after a hundred years
and if Allah has given birth to this promised zaki ghulam from the disciples
of hazoor in shape of Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, then what's the matter to be
perturbed about it? This is the discretion of Allah for the division of His
Holy blessings and no one has any right to intervene in it. So it is hoped
now, that you and the Ahmadiyya community must have known where
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Janbah sahib has come from and thus came after a hundred years as per
the sacred sayings of his beloved prophet Muhammad (PBUH) at the start
of the fifteenth century.
And further you say that," other prophecies have been fulfilled and we
have seen them, made a vivid explanation of the holy Quran, opened
mission houses in the world and organized the administration of the
jamaat/community. Whatever system of Jamaat is being run, it belongs to
Sadar/president of Anjuman/association Ahmadiyya. It has controllers/
naziraans, offices. There is a system. System of money/monetary system,
Charities are there, and then it has the organizations like Khuddam ul
Ahmadiyya, Itfal ul Ahmadiyya, Nasiraat ul Ahmadiyya, Lajna Ima Ullah
and Insar ullah. It has Tehrik e jadid/The modern movement and the
Waqfe jadid. All these things were done in the time of his holiness the
promised reformer, all the prophecies were met for the promotion of
Islam, and moreover you may take these prophecies in any way".

The Reality of these Developmental Works.

Esquire.Mirza Masroor Ahmad! The list that you have read for the
developmental works and achievements of the second caliph. This can be
the logic for this that the second caliph was the apparition/image of Bashir
Ahmad 1st. And besides he had led the Jamaat for more than a half of
century in the position of the Imam/leader. Had his claim remained till
being the promised son in the image of Bashir Ahmad 1st, there would
have been nothing objectionable because whatever individual had to be
born in the image/apparition of Bashir Ahmad 1st, he was supposed to
perform or gain such achievements, being a part of the prophecy. Now
the matter of great concern and worry is that the image/apparition of
Bashir Ahmad 1st has claimed to be the zaki ghulam and the promised
reformer. The zaki ghulam is that individual who was never born in the
house of Hazoor as a bodily son. That zaki ghulam was supposed to be
born in the Ahmadiyya community/jamaat in the coming/latter days.
Now one of the sons of Hazoor, (Bashir Ud Din Mahmood Ahmad) has
claimed to be the (zaki ghulam) promised reformer. Esquire. Masroor sb,
Now how can you prove the second caliph to be the promised reformer
from the list of his achievements? He (Mirza Bashir Ud Did Mahmood
Ahmad) does not fall in the criterion of the prophecy of being the
promised reformer. This humble being makes you understand with one
example.
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An Allegory/Imagery

Suppose in 1850 AD, any of the Umayyads caliph named Mahmood had
claimed to be the same Israelites Jesus son of Mary of Nazarat, upon
whom the bible was revealed 2000 years ago, the cursed jews defied my
prophethood and were about to crucify me to prove me a liar. So at the
time of crucifixion, Allah saved me from death and lifted me alive towards
the sky. And now i am sent back according to the fulfilment of the
prophecy of prophet Muhammad (PBUH) of Islam, to make the religion
of Islam dominate all the other religions. He may have been an active and
intelligent man and at the time of his claim he may have been the caliph
of the entire Islamic world. So because of this reason the entire disciples
of Muhammed (PBUH) may have accepted his claim without any
objection or resistence. He may have possessed a cult of hundreds of
thousands of recognised religious scholars. He may have owned the
treasury of his kingdom/country. He may have been the commander of
the Islamic Army. On the other hand this saying of the holy prophet
(PBUH) happens to be present in the disciples of Muhammad (Arabic
wordings of the saying
of the prophet) َ
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(اخبری اتکب االایبنء ابب زنول ٰیسیع نب رممی)۔۔۱۵۹هي ْم ش ِه ْيدإ۔ااسنلء۔
ِ
ِ
)۸۹۹(دحۃقیااصلنیحل۔ہحفص
(Reference, Bukhari, the book of prophets,Chapter of the Descending of
Jesus, son of Mary)_____( Hadiqatus Saleheen, page 899) "It is being
related by Abu Huraira(May Allah be pleased with him) that Holy prophet
(PBUH) reiterated,"I swear by God who possesses the control of my life
Jesus the son of Mary would descend amongst you and he will be a just
ruler and break the cross and kill the pigs.__ He would pardon the taxes
of Jizya, and the wealth would become very common, to that extent that
no one would accept it. Even one prostration would be better than the
entire world and existence.
Then Abu Huraira kept saying that if you want then read this verse,"None
is from the book, worthy but would believe in him before his death".
According to the saying of holy prophet (PBUH), with all the provided or
available resources, had this Ottoman caliph served the cause of Islam in
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full swing during his reign and constructed a lot of mosques and
educational setups. Had he managed to kill all the pigs present in the
Islamic state, with the help of the Islamic Army, according to the saying
of the holy prophet and further he broke all the apparent wooden crosses.
Had he supposedly implemented the equality and justice in the entire
Muslim state and would have pardoned the taxes to all the non muslims
living in the Islamic state; had the Islamic state been very wealthy,
coincidently. Since Mirza Mehmood was a caliph and (in his false
impression and supposition) a promised Messiah, so the state treasury had
been in his control, therefore he distributed a lot of wealth amongst
common Muslims. Since Mahmood was educated. He had a plenty of
leisure time, so he took advantage of it and he also wrote some books for
the truthfulness of Islam. With the coordination and help of his
subordinate clerics/religious scholars, he wrote the elucidated description
of the holy Quran. Supposedly, Mehmood possessed a strong Islamic
Army. So he usurped and annexed by occupation, the non-Muslim states
around his territory and transformed them into Islamic states and in this
fashion millions of non-Muslims entered the sphere of Islam. This
Ottoman caliph named Mehmood, that falsely descended in a bodily form
from the sky as per the (wrong) belief of the Muslim creed, turned himself
to be the promised Messiah. Since the promised Messiah caliph, named
Mahmood was the leader of the entire creed/race, so during his reign, this
became a unanimous belief of the creed of the Muslims that according to
the prophecy of Muhammad (PBUH), the one who descended in the creed
of Muslims is Mehmood, the promised Messiah. So during his reign, he
had been celebrating the Day to Cherish the Promised Messiah for twenty
years. He would die in 1860, after ruling for fifty(50) years. At the time of
death of the promised Messiah, the second Umayyad caliph Nasir would
get the throne. This caliph Nasir would have also died after ruling for
fifteen(15) years in 1875. Had he also been celebrating continuously the
day to commemorate the promised Messiah for fifteen years. At his death
the next Ottoman caliph Tahir would have taken over the throne and he
would have died as well after the reign of the caliphate of twelve(12) years
in 1887. The Ottoman caliph Tahir as well had been celebrating the day to
commemorate the promised messiah for twelve years continuously. Upon
his death the next Ottoman caliph Masroor would take over and he too
have been celebrating continuously the day to commemorate the promised
Messiah during his reign of caliphate. Now in the context/connection of
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the prophecy of the promised Messiah; the condition/scenario of the
creed of Muslims had been transformed in such a way that the Ottoman
successor caliphs of Mehmood, by celebrating continuously every year the
day to commemorate the promised Messiah; made this concept so strong
in the minds of the Muslims that in the entire Islamic world, this concept
would have turned to be a unanimous belief that the Ottoman caliph
Mehmood was supposed to be the one, considered to be the Jesus son of
Mary who descended from the sky according to the prophecy of hazrat
Muhammad(PBUH).
On the other hand, in the small village of India, named Qadian, a young
man named Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, had written a book "Baraheen e
Ahmadiyya" in 1884. And in his book "Baraheen e Ahmadiyya" he
would have mentioned the contemporary belief of the creed of Islam that
according to the prophecy of the holy prophet (PBUH) the Jesus son of
Mary, who was supposed to descend from the sky had descended, and he
was the Ottoman caliph Mahmood. Now in 1891, upon the same Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad, God had revealed that,"Jesus son of Mary had died and
now you are the one who had come in his color according to the prophecy
and promise, (Arabic verse)" (Tazkara page 148, Roohani Khazain, book
3, page 402). The translation of the Arabic verse:- And the
promise/commitment of Allah will be fulfilled and you are with me and
you are steadfast on bright righteousness. You are on the path of the
heavenly reward and helper of the righteousness.
Had Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, advertized and published vividly in his books,
this disillusionment from God about the "death of Jesus son of Mary",
and had he proved explicitly the death of Jesus son of Mary from Nazarat,
through thirty verses from the holy Quran and shredded/shattered the
false belief of his descent from the sky. And after this proclamation of
yours there would have been bizarre scenario/circumstances emerged in
the creed of Muhammad (PBUH). On one hand there would exist the
unanimous and strong belief of the entire Islamic nation and their
Ottoman dynasty caliph about Mahmood Ahmad Ottoman caliph to be
literally an Israelites Jesus son of Mary of Nazareth. He had executed word
by word, all of his missions according to the sayings of the holy prophet
(PBUH) after his descent and the explained signs in the sayings of the
prophet were 100% met and fulfilled in his bodily personality. Meaning by
(1) becoming the ruler of the Islamic creed, (2) By implementing and
ensuring equality and justice at every nook and corner (3) Broke all the
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wooden crosses (4) killed all the pigs (5) pardoned the tax (6) During his
reign the wealth and affluence become very common, and people turned
aloof from the materialism and wealth and millions of non-Muslims had
embraced Islam. So that is why they happen to be without any grain of
salt or doubt to consider Mahmood Ahmad the Ottoman caliph as
the promised Messiah. Where did this Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian
come from? He happens to have written a book and got affiliation of four
men and claims to be the promised Messiah. On the other hand the
question in case of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian to be the ruler is
beyond thinking, even the people of Qadian would not have been knowing
about him as who is he? As you reiterate yourself:ںیماھترغبیوےبسکوانمگموےبرنہ۔۔۔وکیئہناجاتناھتہکےہاقدایںدکرھ
I was a poor, destitute, nameless and without any trade/vocation. And
nobody knew where Qadian was.
ولوگںیکاسرطفوکذرایھبرظنہنیھت۔۔۔ریمےووجدیکیھبیسکوکربخہنیھت
People had no consideration about it and had not kept me in the eye, and
no one knew if I had existed.
Now at this juncture the Ottoman dynasty caliph of Muhammad's creed,
Masroor Ahmad starts saying that, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad had gone
mad/lunatic. That is why he has claimed to be the promised Messiah. He
has just written one book and adhered two to four men with him. What
extraordinary achievement has he got, other than this? His relatives who
had adhered him just to cause sedition, a few of them have left him. The
rest of them would also diminish in the same way, etc. On the other hand
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad would say with great confidence and resoluteness
that Allah has revealed upon him that the Isrealites, Jesus son of Mary,
had died and no one had ascended to the sky and the Holy Quran has
been acknowledging this phenomenon/reality as true. The wordings of
the holy prophet (PBUH) just meant that an individual bearing the
identical features and witnessing the same circumstances of the Jesus son
of Mary would appear in the creed of Muhammad and he would be the
cause of the dominance of Islam. It is because of the very resemblance of
that individual with his holiness Jesus son of Mary, and furthermore the
way Jesus son of Mary from the chain of Moses resembles him, so he
appeared in the people with Jewish characteristics, and for this reason
Holy prophet (PBUH) named him Jesus son of Mary. Similarly, when no
one had been ascended to the sky then who was supposed to
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come/descend from the sky? Therefore, Mahmood Ahmad promised
Messiah and Ottoman caliph, did not descend from the sky absolutely. He
was merely a worldly human being. His claim that he had descended from
the heaven/sky was based on falsehood/fabrication. As far as the
achievements/glories of Mahmood Ahmad are concerned, so in this
context Mirza Ghulam Ahmad has reiterated, when any individual
acquires the ruling power in the world, then to execute such glorious
achievements tend to be not difficult at all for him. Sometimes Allah tests
in this manner, any human being by bestowing upon him the authority and
power, and observes what he does, and furthermore; sometimes, the
testing of a creed or community; is also being attached with him.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! I question you; Had there been an
Ottoman caliph named Masroor Ahmad from Muhammad's creed in
1891AD, and he had this belief by birth that the person named Mahmood
Ahmad Ottoman caliph was the promised Messiah. He not only
descended from the sky but also made all these achievements and in his
personality, all the signs mentioned according to the saying of the holy
prophet had fulfilled. Then this Ottoman caliph named Masroor Ahmad
should declare his belief by birth based upon truth, about the descent of
Jesus/Messiah son of Mary from the sky; that was refuted by Quran or
should declare his holiness, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad to be truthful despite
the fact he had done no remarkable achievements and just possessed some
proofs of the death of Jesus son of Mary and had a couple of books?
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! I hope, had he been a God fearing and
pious caliph, he would have the same declaration, since by Quran it has
been proven that no one had ascended to the sky so the claim by Ottoman
caliph Mahmood Ahmad that he descended from the sky was totally
wrong and a fraud and a fake statement. He would have acknowledged
that the version of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad was logical and reasonable.
Therefore, if there were anyone to descend/claim as promised Messiah in
the creed of Muhammad, then he would have been an individual from the
creed of Muhammad, resembling the Jesus son of Mary from the chain of
Moses. Since Allah has refuted the false belief of ascending and
descending with bodily features of Jesus, through disillusionment upon
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad about the death of Jesus son of Mar, therefore the
promised Messiah, who descended in the creed of Muhammad is in fact,
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.
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Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! Today you are giving a statement in favor
of the second caliph, your maternal grandfather, to be the promised
reformer by saying,"We have seen that all the rest of the prophecies have
been fulfilled, he wrote the explanation of the holy Quran. He opened
mission houses in the world and organized the administration of the
jamaat/community. This entire system of jamaat belongs to Sadar
Anjuman Ahmadiyya and it has its controllers/Naziraans. It has offices.
There is a system, system of money/wealth. And then there are charities,
and organizations like Khudam Ul Ahmadiyya, Itfal Ul Ahmadiyya,
Nasiraat ul Ahmadiyya, Lajna Imma Ullah, Insar Ullah, Tehrik e Jadid,
waqfe jadid. All these factors were achieved in the reign of his holiness
promised reformer, and all the prophecies were fulfilled for the promotion
of Islam and further more you may take any of the prophecies_______
Then what did he do, just wrote one book and affiliated four men with
him".
This humble being is telling you and the members of the jamaat that the
achievements of the second caliph that you are quoting are only because
of him being the shadow of Bashir Ahmad 1st. His claim to be the zaki
ghulam meaning the promised Reformer was all fake and absolutely
incorrect. It is because none of the bodily sons of the Imam Mehdi and
promised Messiah falls in the sway or circumference of the prophecy of
the promised reformer. So how come the second caliph became the
promised reformer? According to the holy Quran and the divine
revelations about the zaki ghulam, the promised reformer was supposed
to be born after 6-7 November, 1907 and had to appear at the start of the
fifteenth century hijri. According to the above mentioned allegory, in the
context of the prophecy of the promised Messiah in 1891AD, the situation
confronted between the then Ottoman caliph named Masroor Ahmad and
his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, in the same fashion in the context of
the prophecy of promised reformer, the situation is confronted between
you and Abdul Ghaffar Janbah. According to the allegory, in 1891, as per
the prophecy of the promised Messiah, any Ottoman caliph named
Masroor Ahmad and the unanimous and concluded belief of the creed of
Muhammad if proven repugnent to Quran but the claim of Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad, despite the fact he had not much remarkable achievements, could
be proven legitimate and truthful because of the testimony of the Quran.
Then in the contemporary age/now in the context of the prophecy of
promised reformer the unanimous and concluded belief of Mirza Masroor
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Ahmad and the members of the Ahmadiyya jamaat/community can be
altogether incorrect for being against/repugnant to holy Quran and the
euphoric revelations about the promised zaki ghulam and despite not the
remarkable achievements owned by Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, his claim to
be the Ghulam e Massihuzamaan (Promised Reformer) could be totally
legitimate and based on truthfulness. Because the testimonies of the holy
Quran and the euphoric revelations favor him.
Poetic verse.
بجلھکیئگاچسیئرھپاسوکامنانیل۔۔۔ وکینںیکےہہیتلصخراہِایحیہیےہ
"When truth is revealed then accept it"
"It is the virtue of the pious and the way to life/salvation"

The Reality of Organizations/Associations and
Administration

Imam Mehdi and Promised Messiah reiterates in his poetic expression,
ںیلسنںیہریمیےبامشر،یھبکوقعیبوہں۔۔۔زیناِربامیہوہں،یھبکومٰیس،ںیمیھبکٓادم
"At times I am/become Adam, Moses and Jacob"
"Moreover Abrahim, and I possess countless creeds"
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! The Ahmadiyya Jamaat/community of
the Jacob of the latter days resembles the Isrealites. As Allah
addresses Hazoor and reiterates.
April 5 1905. Revelation Arabic: "I held back the enemy from Bani
Israel."----In this revelation Bani Israel signifies a people who are tried as
were tried the Bani Israel in the time of Pharaoh. This means that today
my community is in the situation of Bani Israel. Those who attack them
wrongfully are, in the estimation of God Almighty, like Pharaoh.
(Tadhkirah eng p,648)
Upon the Jacob's Ahmadiyya community/Jamaat of the latter days, the
scenarios of Isrealites were to be repeated. Pharaoh had made Isrealites
the slaves and engaged them in baking the bricks and doing other types of
menial chores/tasks. Their basic human rights were confiscated and the
brutal type of overseers/controllers had been appointed over them. The
second caliph did the same with the Ahmadiyya community/jamaat as
pharaoh did to the Isrealites. Since you have talked about the
administration and organizations, these are the achievements of the
second caliph that coincide the acts of pharaoh. The only purpose of these
heroic deeds/achievements was to make his stronghold effective and
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concrete over the people of jamaat/community. Its purpose was to make
them slaves and subjugated by imposing various kinds of office bearers
over them and to deprive them of the liberty/freedom of conscience. Are
not the members/individuals of jamaat these days the victims of the worst
subjugation/slavery because of these organizations/associations and
administration just like the Isrealites? Had there been the perception of a
righteous man, this indication would be enough!
Further you say,"Then the favours of Allah remained shoulder to shoulder
with him and how Allah in a way helped him in every matter"

The Reality of Favours/Supports.

Esquire.Mirza Masroor Ahmad! As it has been mentioned earlier by this
humble being that two signs were promised in the divine revelation of
20th February, 1886AD. One was the wajeeh aur pak boy for whom Allah
briefed in the same divine revelation that, "the boy would be from your
seed, progeny and race". And the second sign was of "zaki ghulam", for
whom Allah did not explain/brief in the divine revelation; Who would
that be? By giving demise to Bashir Ahmad 1st, Allah had to make
whatsoever son of Hazoor as the shadow/image of Bashir Ahmad 1st, he
had to acquire the delegated identical qualities of, Late. Bashir Ahmad 1st.
And in this fashion the promises made by Allah about the promised bodily
son to His pious righteous man had to be fulfilled/forfeited in his
personality. Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! The detailed constructive
works of the second caliph that you have spoken of. could be the result of
him being the shadow/image of Bashir Ahmad 1st. But you or any other
Ahmadi can never prove the second caliph to be, or make him to be the
promised zaki ghulam because of all these achievements or landmarks. As
soon as the second caliph transgressed from his actual entity of
resemblance (Bashir Ahmad 1st) and declared himself to be the promised
reformer (promised zaki ghulam), then Allah deprived him of all the
favours and backup. Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! You know what
punishment/penalty Allah has explained in the holy Quran about the
false/fake prophet/claimant of revelations.
َ َ َ َِ َ َ ْ َ َ
ٗ ْ َ َ َ ْ ِِ ْ ُ ْ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ ٗ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ َِ ُ ْ َ ْ ٗ ْ َ ْ َ َ َ ْ َ َ ْ
َ
ْ
َ
ْ
ي۔ثم لقطعنا ِمنه إلوتِي۔َفا ِمنکم ِم إح ٍدعنه
ِ ولو تقول علينا بعض إّلقا ِوي ِل۔ّلخذ َن ِمنه ِابلي ِم
َ ْ ِٰحز
)۴۸ات۴۵ني۔(ااحلہق۔
ِِ
Translation. "If this person (Muhammad PBUH) had related to me any
false/fake revelation; had it been a single one; then I would have grabbed
him from the right hand and cut his life-artery. And in this scenario there
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would have been no one to intervene in between and rescue (from the
Divine's retribution) him. (Surah Alhaqa, verses 45 to 48) (Translation as
of Tafseer e sagheer)
In the context of these verses, his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, Imam
Mehdi and promised Messiah reiterates about the false claimant of
revelations:"For this reason I say it again and again that for the truthful claimant the
best touchstone is the period of prophethood of his holiness Muhammad
(PBUH) and it is not possible that any fake claimant relating
commandments to God may survive and get relaxation for (23) twenty
three years, coinciding the period of prophethood of Muhammad
(PBUH), but would surely die". (Arbaeen number 4, (December 1900 AD)
with reference to Rohani Khazain V 17, page 434)
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! It should be conspicuous that the truthful
people are being persecuted and harmed by the opponents/antagonists
and negators/pagans, rather in some cases from their hands, the holy and
pious prophets and righteous people got martyred. But in the world of
religions, we do not find or come across a single example of any truthful
person, who got his life-artery cut/ dissected by the non-believers. This is
an obvious proof/testimony for the false/fake claimant to have his lifeartery dissected.
Allah has fixed such a penalty/punishment for such people in His
expression of the holy Quran and none of the pious Muslims can defy or
negate it. Now at this juncture, the reality has been vividly exposed in the
light of the holy Quran about the euphoric revelations for the zaki ghulam
and the oath of claim to be the promised reformer by the second caliph
was a claim based upon perfect falsehood. Now the question arises if the
second caliph fell in the sway of facing the fixed and defined affliction of
God, being the negator/violator of God's commandments
or not? This humble being elucidates here that this Quranic
commandment of cutting of life artery/jugular vein that has been
discussed above, got fulfilled with Divine's sign/retribution of curse, in
the personality of the second caliph and this happened to be such a unique
event in the history of Ahmadiyya cult that no ahmadi can possibly deny.
After the ten years of falsified claim of the second caliph to be the
promised re former, meaning on the day of 10th March 1954, the way the
prophecy was fulfilled in the light of the above mentioned verses, is being
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explained in details by Maulvi Abul Atta of Jalandhari "Editor/Mudeer of
Alfurqan", in these wordings. He writes:-

The Murder attempt on the Jugular vein/lifeartery of the second caliph:

"On 10th March, 1954, on Wednesday at approximately a quarter to four,
in the Mubarik mosque, after leading the pre-dusk (ASAR) prayers, our
beloved leader of the righteous, Mirza Bashir Ud Din Mahmood sahib
(May Allah be his helper) was coming back; suddenly near the door of the
arch of the mosque, a stranger attacked upon him, instantly with a knife
from the back side named (Abdul Hameed son of Mansab Dar, caste, Jutt,
resident of 220 Judjewala,police station Sadar Lyallpur/Faisalabad.
Formerly from police station Kartarpur of Tehsil and District Jalandhar).
The stabbing of the knife was at the spot on the right side of the neck near
the aorta/jugular vein of his holiness, may Allah be his helper, due to
which a deep wound occurred. (In reality the stabbing of the knife was not
targeted on the neck, near the aorta/jugular vein but due to that the aorta
got dissected/cut. Its details would be discussed ahead, Writer Abdul
Ghaffar Janbah). The assailant/assassin made a second attack/attempt but
was intercepted by the bodyguard named Muhammad Iqbal, and the knife
hit him in stead of his holiness the leader of the righteous, may Allah be
his helper, and he got injured consequently. The worshippers tried to
overcome him by taking control with great endeavors and efforts, that
resulted in injuries to others/worshippers.____ The leader of the
Ahmadiyya community/jamaat, immediately after being injured and
receiving wound, went to his house with the assistance of some fellows,
while there was excessive bleeding going on. Despite attempting with full
force to stop the bleeding with his hand, the blood kept flowing/rushing
out continuously and falling on the pathway and on the staircase, due to
which all the clothes of his holiness including a coat, muffler, sweater,
shirt, two vests and pajamas got soaked in blood. Some droplets of the
sacred blood of the innocent leader got sprinkled over the clothes of some
of the volunteers/khuddams, who were walking besides him. (On the
turban, coat and pajamas of this humble being Abu ul Atta, the droplets
of this sacred blood also fell). After reaching home, the first aid bandage
was managed by Doctor Munawar Ahmad sb, MBBS and
Doctor.Hashmat Ullah. So the wound was cleaned and stitched. There
was an initial thought that the wound was three quarters of an inch deep
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and three inches wide, but at night, when a renowned surgeon Doctor Riaz
Qadeer, from Lahore came and he necessarily felt while looking at the
wound to inspect it thoroughly, after opening the stitches. It was
known/revealed that the wound was very dangerous and two inches and
a quarter deep and had reached near the aorta/jugular vein. The respected
doctor spent approximately an hour and a quarter to operate the wound
and choked the internal arteries and plugged their openings and stitched
them."_____ (Ahmadiyya History, V 17, pages, 230 to 231)

Wound was near the aorta or the jugular vein had
been dissected? The knife wound was in fact very deep and long

but gradually later on with the passage of time it kept healing. Despite the
wound being healed up, the second caliph used to be restless all the time.
After one year from the attack, he decided to go to Europe to have his
thorough check up. Later on in Europe, the top reputable doctors in
Zurich, Hamburg and London, thoroughly examined the wound with the
help of extreme modern X-ray images. That is reflected from the reference
from the book of Sir. Zafar Ullah Khan:"He was examined thoroughly by the top experts in Zurich, Hamburg and
London with such assistance as could be drawn from the X-ray
impressions, etc, and the unanimous conclusion was that the point of the
knife had broken at the jugular vein and was embedded in it. The expert
advice was that no attempt should be made to extricate it as the risk of his
life involved in any such operation was too serious to be worth taking.
"(Ahmadiyyat, the renaissance of Islam- page number 332/ Tabshir
publications /1978)
Therefore they did not extricate this tip of the knife that was embedded in
the aorta. Later on, day by day; the health of the second caliph got
deteriorated. He suffered from paralysis. So after spending in pain, eleven
years and eight months after the attack on the aorta/jugular vein, he died
on 8th November 1965. Before proceeding ahead let me quote from the
magazine ARBAEEN:Now one statement from ARBAEEN of his holiness Imam Mehdi and
promised Messiah is being quoted/copied here. He reiterates:"And you will find in the holy Quran at hundreds of places that Allah
categorically never spares any inventor/claimant of fake revelations or
commandments associated with God and punishes and kills him in the
same world"(Arbaeen, with reference to Rohani Khazain V 17, page,433)
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As his holiness Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah reiterates that none
of the inventor/claimant of fake/false revelations from God,
(Fabricator/fake inventor of Divine's revelations), can not acquire the
period of (23) twenty three years like prophet Muhammad (PBUH). In the
same pattern hazoor also reiterates that the false claimant of revelation
associated with God, is not only being killed but also being punished. If
any Mahmoodian/follower of Mahmood raises this objection that the
second caliph was not killed as a result of that attack? Then it is being said
in response to that:(Firstly) If Allah kills the fabricator/liar at the same spot after cutting his
aorta/jugular vein then the effectiveness and purpose of the
intimation/caution of Allah given to fake inventors of revelations, as
explained in the above mentioned verses can not be fulfilled. It would be
in this way that after the demise of the false inventor of the revelations
(even if he is killed by cutting off the jugular vein/aorta), his followers
would portray and project him as an innocent victim leader and a martyr
and who knows with what else titles. So therefore it became mandatory
that Allah may kill such a fabricator within the time frame of less than
twenty three years rather award him a torturous persecution/punishment
so that his followers/devotees may not entitle him as a great martyr etc.
(Secondly) Had the second caliph died instantly, how the people would
have known that Allah had dissected/cut his aorta/jugular vein according
to the devised penalty/punishment for the falsified claimant of the
revelations. So to expose this fact, Allah saved the second caliph from
being killed at the spot and showed this exemplary proof of the dissection
of the aorta to the people through medical examinations. Had the second
caliph been treading on the righteous path and limited his claim till being
the shadow/example of Bashir Ahmad 1st, then he would have never
become the recipient of " "و لو تقول عليناthe curse of this verse, but had he
done so, then his and the human desires of his progeny and his dream to
rule for a thousand year could not have fulfilled. Esquire. Mirza Masroor
Ahmad! Despite a major sign of dissection of the jugular vein you have
been so stubborn and persistent for your maternal grandfather, the second
caliph, to consider and make him the promised revormer.??? Is there any
remedy or not to this, oh seeker?
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! I put a question before you, "Had the
claim of second caliph for being the promised reformer been true, then
on the day of 10th March, 1954, why the support and consent of Allah did
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not add up/fortify with him and why did the Divine's retribution
according to the holy Quran fulfil with its full zeal in his personality for
cutting off the jugular vein about the inventor of fake revelations?
ُ ْ َُ َ َ َ
(ف َتد ِ ُّب ْوإإ ِ۟يَا إل َعا ِقل ْون, Oh people with sanity, ponder and think over it.)

The end/fate of the second caliph:

As a result of the fake claim to be the promised Reformer, firstly the
jugular vein of the second caliph was dissected in an assassination attempt.
Later on he was paralysed gradually and became a symbol of repentance.
He became mentally and physically handicapped and kept rubbing his
heels on the death bed for at least ten years. He had become practically
aloof from the affairs of the jamaat/community during his last ten years
of his life. I say it again for the sake of a reminder that these statements
and expressions are not mine, rather they belong to the second caliph that
were published upon his behest, in daily Alfazal. He reiterated:(1) "I was attacked by paralysis, and now I am dependent for pee and pooh
(Urinating and Excretion/to defecate stool), and can not walk for two
steps". (Alfazal 12 April 1955)
(2) "On 26th February, I received the fit of paralysis on the left side at the
time of dusk and for some time I was disabled to feel my hand or foot.
the process of brain ceased and the brain stopped functioning".(Alfazal,
26th April, 1955)
(Note:- The executor of equality and justice, Imam Mehdi and the
promised Messiah, his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as)has nominated
the disease of paralysis as the curse of the highest order. See for reference
book, Anjaam e Aatham, Roohani Khazain, V 11, page 66)
(3) "I am at this time totally useless and can not think for one minute".
(26th April, 1955)
(4) Doctor. Mirza Munawar Ahmad son of Mirza Mahmood Ahmad
writes about his father's disease in Alfazal, dated 19th August, 1961,
probably on page 2.
"The nervous disorientation in shape of amnesia and the fits of passion
continue that normally trigger at the time of relating to the holy and sacred
personalities and places. For a few days, a relief is felt in these symptoms
and then for some days, they go to extreme and this chain/series
continues. The stress/stiffness and cramps in the legs remain persistent
due to lying continuously. No efforts have been proving fruitful to make
hazoor walk.___ "
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(5) According to the saying of Chaudhry Ghulam Rasool, "In the last
phase/leg of his life, he kept crying and used to say that he was not the
promised reformer, etc. After the attack upon his aorta, he lived in pain
for eleven years and eight months and consequently he died on 8th
November, 1965.
Now in a gist/summary I explain that according to the light of Holy Quran
and in the context of the euphoric revelations of Zaki ghulam, it is proven
that Allah had expelled the male bodily progeny of Hazoor (as) from the
sway/criterion of the circle of prophecy of promised reformer and none
of the boys of Hazoor (as) could be the promised reformer as per the
tradition of Allah.
(1) The second caliph made a false claim in December, 1944 to me the
promised reformer. Is it false? Not at all.
(2) On 10th March 1954, at a quarter to four, an assassination attempt
over his aorta was made. Is it false? Not at all.
(3) The surgeon doctors of three major European cities gave a unanimous
opinion that the point of the blade had been embedded in the jugular vein.
Is it false? Not at all.
(4) Due to dissection of the aorta meaning the jugular vein, he got
paralyzed. Is it false? Not at all.
(5) For ten years almost he remained immobilized and stayed in bed. Is it
false? Not at all
(6) Are the personal statements of Mirza Bashir Ud Din falsified?
Absolutely not. In this way, the crummy/deplorable end of Mirza
Mahmood Ahmad testified that his claims, for the promised reformer
were fake/fabricated.
(7) In context to the evidence to the falsified claim of the second caliph to
be the promised reformer, it is expressed that according to the personal
statement of the caliph, he had a revelation in 1942 for witnessing a happy
and exclusive/exquisite ending. He writes"It is the favor of God upon me that he gave me good news that He would
fulfil all of my tasks, and my cessation would be extremely euphoric.
ْ ْ ٌ َ َ ٌ َْ َ َ ُ َْ
Therefore in 1942, Allah revealed it to me (ت َح َس ٍن
ِ )موت حس ٍن موت حسن
ٍ ف َوق
that the death of Hassan would be an exquisite death.and would take place
at such a time that it would be considered the best time. In this revelation,
I am being called the shadow/image of Hassan (May Allah be pleased with
him) and I was told that Allah would fulfill the prophecies relating to my
personality. And my end/cessation would be the best one. And there
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ٰ  فاْلمدّلل,
would be no fault created in the jamaat/community. (لَع ذإلک۔
Tafseer E Kabir V 10, page 571)
Now the question arises that according to the revelation of the second
caliph, his end/cessation was supposed to be exquisite, but was it really a
happy ending? Absolutely not. It must be elucidated that Allah Who is the
Omnipotent and Omnipresent possesses the power to do anything; Has
not He portrayed the reality of the second caliph's revelations by
forfeiting him with a bleak end/cessation instead of a happy and exquisite
demise/cessation? And in this fashion when the revelations of the second
caliph about his cessation proved to be a worldly/human conscience
triggered dream, so what credibility is being left for his revelation or dream
anyway?? This is too much substantive to ponder/think over if one is
capable.
Then you say, "Then what did he do? just wrote one book and adhered
four men with him afterwards"
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! Till the time Allah doesn't Himself
make/delegate authority, of being a promised reformer, to any person; no
one can become a promised reformer by writing books. His holiness
Noah, Abrahim, Moses, David, Solomon, Jesus(PBUH) and Muhammad
(PBUH), wrote how many books. Not a single one, rather a few of them
possessed only their revealed books. For example, the Old Testament,
New Testament, Bible and Quran. And above all, the one who was
delegated/made the seal of the prophets and their leader, was an illiterate/
non educated. What to talk of writing the books, he had not gone to any
school for a single day even, but despite this Allah made this Arabian
uneducated/illiterate prophet (PBUH) a teacher for the entire human race.
In Islamic world, there have been hundreds of such religious scholars and
philosophers who have written hundreds of books. Even an Islamic
philosopher/explainer of Quran named Fakhar Ud Din Razi was the one
who wrote many books and other than that he wrote the consummate and
detailed explanation of the holy Quran under the title "Tafseer e Kabir".
In comparison to his explanation of the holy Quran, the second caliph's
explanation, Tafseer e Kabir, is rather incomplete. Then, should we entitle
Fakhar Ud Din Razi to be a promised reformer. Not at all. The promised
reformer happens to be the one whom Allah devises/delegates. By writing
the explanations of the holy Quran can not generate the promised
reformers. There are a few names being mentioned underneath for the
Islamic world's philosophers, religious and scientific scholars. (1) Alkundi
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(2) Alfarabi (3) Ibne Maskuiya (4) Ibne al Haisham (5) Ibne Sina (6) Ibne
Bacha (7) Ibne Tufail (8) Ibne Rashad (9) Al Ghazali (10) Ibne Khaldun.
etc. Each of these religious, scientific and philosophic scholars wrote
hundreds of books but despite all of these none of them claimed to be a
remover of innovations, a reformer or a promised being. A genius brain
happens/tends to be a blessing and bestowment from Allah, but it is not
mandatory that all the possessors of such divine blessings and
bestowments should be revivalists or reformists. The promised revivalist
or the reformist happens to be the one who is delegated or selected for
this position by Allah almighty and moreover the claimant may be
possessing a promised evidence/proof for his truthfulness/ legitimacy.
And further you say, "So those who were his relatives among them, only
a few who caused sedition; a few from them got closer to him but later on
stepped aside in concealment; rest of them would diminish in the same
manner".

The Reality of Relatives and Disciples:

When we study the life spans/events of the prophets' lives; we come to
know that almost it occurred to every prophet that his majority of relatives
and some disciples/followers, not only opposed them but did all their
efforts from head to toe to debacle or effete
them. That
is why Allah the
َ
ْ
َ
ِ
ََ َ َْٰ
َ
ُ
َ
ْ َ ِم ِر ُس ْول إِّل َك ُْنإبهٖ ی ْس
َ لَع ْإل ِع َبا ِد َم
ْ ِِ ای ِت ْهي ْم
most supreme has to say; َت ِزئُ ْو َن۔۔۔
ٰیْسۃ
ِ
ِ
Alas for My servants! There comes not a Messenger to them but they mock at him.
(Ya sin-31)
With our leader the holy prophet Muhammad (PBUH), some of his
relatives treated him with brutality; and in doing this, his paternal uncle
Abu Lahab and his wife were at the forefront. In the same fashion, his
(PBUH) nation also caused him a lot of harms/persecutions even tried to
assassinate him. In the same way at the time of claim, Hazrat Imam Mehdi
and promised Messiah had (70) close relatives. Among those, only two
believed in him. The closest of the relatives remained aloof, at home,his
first wife and two elder sons did not pay any heed to his claim. Moreover,
he had to come across many weak disciples/followers. For example
Muhammad Hussain of Batala was his close friend and schoolmate. The
first milestone book of Hazoor named "Baraheen e Ahmadiyya" was given
full credibility and acknowledgement based upon truth by him and he
briefed about it in his published magazine Ishatal sinna. But afterwards his
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bad luck dominated him and he became the chief/leader of the negators
and liars. In the same fashion, Mir Abbas Ali was also a close and intimate
friend of Hazoor and he was the second individual to do the oath of
allegiance after Maulvi Noor Ud Din(May Allah be pleased with him). He
also joined the opposition upon instigated by Muhammad Hussain of
Batala. Doctor. Abdul Hakeem of Patiala, was also an initial disciple, but
he was also overshadowed by the bad luck and he became heretic and
started cursing Hazoor. In the same manner, the Jesus of Nazareth
expresses after being cold shouldered by his relatives and nationSo they began to stumble at him. But Jesus said to them: " A prophet is
not unhonored except in his home territory and in his own house."
(Matthew chap12 verse,57)
He said in another place: " But he said: " Truly I tell you that no prophet
is accepted in his home territory." (Luke chap 4 verse,24)
Hadhrat Jesus Christ(as) had 12 disciples and at the time of crucifixion all
left him away. He (as)says: " But all this has taken place for the scriptures
of the prophets to be fulfilled. The all the disciples abandoned him and
fled."(Matthew chap 26 verse,56)
Out of these (12) twelve disciples, a cursed one got him arrested and the
second unlucky disciple started cursing the Jesus.Etc. Esquire. Masroor
Ahmad! The prophecy related to the zaki ghulam massihuzamaan
categorically reflects that the zaki ghulam of the promised Messiah is the
shadow/image of the Jesus son of Mary of Nazareth. And for similarity it
is must that the scenarios and events that were confronted by the jesus of
Nazareth, so the same scenarios and event have to be faced by the zaki
ghulam massihuzamaan. And these events are proving and acknowledging
the reality of truthfulness of this humble being. Did your maternal
grandfather come across or face such events? Not at all.
Further you reiterate, " Then Janbah sahib, those people are mad who
publish and get printed his book here"

Are the people who get the books printed, mad
or with good fortunes?

So those devotees whom Allah initially bestowed upon Hazrat
Muhammad (PBUH) and upon his great servant his holiness Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad(as), Mr. Masroor, were those devotees mad? God forbids!
Not at all. Allah bestows upon every reformer/revivalist some pious and
pure hearted people initially. All these people happen to be embellished
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with the jewellery of God fearing and after instantly recognising the
truthful, they sacrifice their every possession upon the legitimate one and
the truthfulness. All of these individuals possess extremely good fortunes
of their age/time. Now the entire creed uses the titles of (May Allah be
pleased with them), for such lucky
people Allah reiterates
that:
ُ َ َ ُ َ ٓ َ ْ َِ َِ
َِ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ ُ َ َ ْ ُ َ َِ
َبي ِة۔
ِ ِإن إل ِذني أمنوإ وَعِلوإ إلص ِاْل
ِ ات إول ِئک ُه خْی إل
َ
ُ ْ َ ُ َ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ُ َِ َ ِ َِ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ ُ َ ْ َ ْ َ ْ َ ِ ْ ْ َ ْ َ ُ َِ َ ْ ِ َ َ ْ ُ ُ َ َ
جزإؤُه ِعند ر ِ ِّبم جنات عد ٍن َت ِری ِم َت َِتا إّلِنارخا ِل ِدني ِفهيا إبدإ رِض ہللا عَنم ورضوإ عنه
ُ َ َ َ ْ َ َ َ
)۸،۹ِش َر ِبه(اہنیبل۔
ِ ذلِک لِمن خ
Verily, those who believe and do good works___they are the best
creatures. Their reward is with their Lord___Gardens of Eternity, through
which streams flow; they will abide therein for ever. Allah is well pleased
with them, and they are well pleased with Him. That is for him who fears
his Lord.
Esquire.Mirza Masroor Ahmad! I have pity on you and hundred times pity
that you are calling such devotees
of this humble being, mad without any
َْ َِ َ ِ َِ
َ
logic or argument. (" ِ)إَن ِّلل ِو ِإنـا ِإلي ِه رإ ِجعونAnd no doubt to Allah we belong
and to Him shall we return."

"Concluding Request"
This humble being saw some dreams in the time of youth but I had no
knowledge of the meaning/deciphering of those dreams and neither I
tried to enquire about the deciphered meanings of those dreams. Allah
also kept me unaware of the deciphered meanings of those dreams till the
mid of December 1983. Then in the middle of December, 1983, after
getting up from a sacred state of prostration, the dreams were deciphered
upon this humble being. Other than my dreams, one of the dreams of
Hazoor (as)was also deciphered upon me that hazoor saw during the time
of acquiring education. Hazoor's dream and it's deciphered description are
being mentioned underneath. Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah writes--" In my early youth I saw in a dream That I was in a magnificent building
which was very clean and neat where people were talking about the Holy
Prophet (On whom be peace). I enquired from the people where the Holy
Prophet was and they pointed to a room which I entered along with other
persons. When I presented myself to him he was much pleased, and
returned my greeting with a better greeting. I can still recall and can never
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forget his charm and beauty and the kind and affectionate look that he
directed towards me. Hr won my heart with his love and the beauty and
glory of his countenance. He askrd me: Ahmad, what are you holding in
your right hand? I looked and found that I had a book in my right hand
and felt that I had written it myself so I answered him: This is something
I have written. He enquired: What is the name of your book? I was
surprised and looked at the book a second time and felt that it resembled
a book in my library which was called Qutbi, so I answered him:
Messenger of Allah, this book is called Qutbi. He said: Show me this book
Qutbi. When he took it in his hand it immeditely became a delicious and
attractive fruit. He cut it as fruit is cut and pur honey began to flow out of
it like water and I perceived the wetness of honey on the Holy Prophet’s
right hand and arm from his fingers to his elbow which were dripping with
honey. I also felt that the Holy Prophet (On whom be peace) was showing
me all this in order to make me wonder. Then it occurred to me that there
was the dead body of a person lying outside the door who had been
destined by Allah, the Exalted, to be brought to life by that fruit and that
the Holy Prophet (on whom be peace) was to bestow life upon him. Then
this thought passed through my mind I saw that the dead person had
suddenly come to life and had come up to me running and was standing
behind my back but that was in a weak condition as if he was hungry. Then
the Holy Prophet looked upon me smiling and cut the fruit into several
pieces and ate one of them himself and gave the rest to me while they were
dripping with honey and said to me: Ahmad, give one of the pieces to this
person so that he might strength from it. I gave him a piece and like a
greedy person he devoured it immediately.
I then saw that the chair in which the Holy Prolhet was sitting began to
rise till it reached up to the ceiling and I noticed that his face began to
shine as if reflecting the rays of the sun and the moon. I was watching his
blessed countenance and my eyes were running because my strong
emotion. Then I woke up and was still weeping. Allah be praised for all
this ."(Rohani Khazain V 1 pp.274-276 sub footnote 1--Tadhkirah p,12,13)
Allah revealed upon this humble being that in the dream of hazoor(as),
the dead one who miraculously got alive due to the miracle of the Holy
prophet (PBUH) and stood behind the Hazoor(as). This dead one was
given life due to the miracle of Muhammad (PBUH) just to magnify and
dominate the grandeur of the holy prophet and Islam in the same fashion
as of Allah bestowed upon the virgin Mary; a pious girl, whom no male
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had touched; a zaki ghulam as a sign of blessing in the chain of Moses.
The prophecy made by the Holy prophet (PBUH) to his creed about the
advent of Jesus son of Mary after the appearance of Mehdi(May Allah
bestow peace upon him), so the dead one who became alive in the dream
is that same "Zaki ghulam meaning the promised reformer" who is the
Mohammadi Jesus son of Mary and the spiritual son of Muhammadi Mary
his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, for whom hazoor was
intimated/revealed by God and he published the advertisement of 20th
February, 1886. Moreover, this is the same sacred individual, upon whose
hand the prophecy of dominance of Islam has to be fulfilled, for this
prophesy was promised by Allah to his holy prophet (PBUH) in the verse
10 of surah Saaf of the holy Quran.
ُ ْ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َ َ ِ ُ ْ ِ َ َ ُ َ ْ ُ ِ َ ْ ْ َ َ ُ ْ ُ َ ُ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ َِ َ ُ
َشکون۔
ِ ني إْل ِق لِيظ ِهرہ لَع
ِ إلد
ِ هو إل ِذی إرسل رسوله ِابلهدی و ِد
ِ ني ک ِ ِه ولو ک ِرہ إلم
He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the guidance and the Religion
of truth, that he may cause it to prevail over all religions, even if those who
associate partners with God hate it.
But I write haplessly with regret that the one slice of the fruit; that was
given by the the holy prophet (PBUH) through his spiritual son Imam
Mehdi and promised Messiah to the dead one who became alive; has been
usurped and squatted upon by the bodily progeny of Muhammadi Mary
his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad(as).
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! When any community or nation violates
the "Charter of the Prophets" then their hearts harden as of the Jews, two
thousand years ago.
َ ُِ َ َ ْ َ َ َ ْ َ َ َ َ ْ َ ْ ِ ُ ُ ُ ُ ْ َ َ َِ ُ
ْ
َ
)۷۵ثم قست قلوبکم ِِم بع ِد ذلِک ف ِه َی َكْلِجار ِۃ إو إشد قسوۃ۔(ارقبلہ۔
"Then your hearts became hardened after that, till they were like stones
or harder still; ".
This was the same reason that those cursed ones became the enemies of
the life of the promised Messiah son of Mary. He was libelled by them and
they used to say that their wrath could not be satiated till Jesus was
crucified. In the Ahmadiyya community as well, some of the so called
caliphs, made by God; have violated the charter of prophets and have let
astray/detracked the Ahmadiyya community/jamaat from the right path.
The seed of such a jamaat/community was germinated by Imam Mehdi
and promised Messiah himself to glorify with sublimity of Muhammad
(PBUH) and for the dominance of Islam, and this jamaat/community
must have been the followers of legitimate righteousness; but Esquire.
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Masroor it is regrettable to say that you and your predecessors have made
this jamaat/community, an idolator just for the sake of the fulfilment of
personal human desires. Now while confronting the pungent reality, you
have been bewildered and speaking bizarre and inane stuff, and you have
been libelling and blaming me of the same beaten accusations as of the
negators/infidels of ancient ages, libelling upon the righteous and pious
men of God. When self created saints/leaders of the religious
jamaats/cults become speechless before the logics of the divinely
revivalist, then they think of such accusations as a second option. Esquire.
Masroor Ahmad! You are talking childish in the company of children. You
are calling me lunatic, and mentally retarded, ect, and what else and what
not! But this humble being says from the core of heart to you and the
members of the jamaat/ community that Allah after accepting the
cravings/prayers of Muhammadi Mary his holiness Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
(as)has bestowed upon his zaki ghulam such a literary weapon; for the
glorification of Muhammad and the grandeur of Islam; that no one can
stand against, either from friends or foes.
Esquire. Masroor Ahmad! It should be borne in your mind that I put
forward my indirect claim; while remaining within the rules and
regulations of the system of Jamaat Ahmadiyya (Islamic or Non-Islamic);
firstly in 1993 before the fourth caliph. Later on, in 1997 this humble being
put forward and described the details of my claim of being the Ghulam e
Massihuzamaan, to the respected caliph. Afterall, I placed my thorough
claim in writing systematically before him on 10th June, 2002. In
Ahmadiyya Jamaat, if someone at any time, while remaining within the set
of rules and regulations of the jamaat/community; systematically places
his logical claim to be the promised Ghulam e Massihuzamaan; before any
caliph; then it is the moral obligation for that caliph to summon the
meeting of the committee of consultants/think tanks of Ahmadiyya
community for the consideration and pondering over the claim of the
plaintiff. And during the meeting of this advisory committee there must
be an open debate and discussion, with impartiality and God fearing, over
the claim of the plaintiff. Before the new claimant if there had been a
claimant already to claim for being the promised reformer; and his claim
had been accepted and acknowledged, then the claims of both of the
plaintiffs must be openly debated upon by the members of the advisory
committee and religious scholars of the jamaat/community. And then in
the light of the commandments of Allah, the contentious issue must be
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resolved and given verdict for."And if you differ in anything among
yourselves, refer it to Allah and His Messenger if you are the believers in
Allah and the Last Day. That is best and most commendable in the end."
(1) O ye who believe! Be steadfast in the cause of Allah, bearing witness
in equity; and let not a people’s enmity incite you to act otherwise than
with justice. Be always just, that is nearer to righteousness. And fear Allah.
Surely, Allah is aware of what you do.
(2) O ye who believe! Be strict in observing justice and be witnesses for Allah,
even though it be against yourselves or against parents and kindred.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! If the fourth caliph had firm faith in the
claim of his father, the second caliph, for being the promised reformer
then why was he reluctant or what hindered him to summon the
session/meeting of the advisory committee of the Ahmadiyya jamaat
according to the above mentioned procedures, and organize a new and
open debate over the prophecy of the promised reformer? What was he
scared/afraid of? I should have been scared, as he considered me a false
claimant in his eyes, God forbids.
Allah had done the culmination of caution/warning in this fashion over
me for being the Ghulam e Massihuzamaan that I had no room to escape
and I possessed this belief that Allah had done this culmination of caution
over the fourth caliph, in connection of my legitimate claim in this manner
that he also had no route to escape. But the fourth caliph, not only did
cruelty with his soul by defying being the witness casually, in connection
to my legitimate claim but has also placed the entire jamaat/community
on the horns of dilemma. Esquire.Masroor Ahmad! Do you have any
knowledge about the fourth caliph, what his condition is? What regrets he
has been facing now by defying the witness to the legitimacy that he was
assigned by Allah? If you were to get acquainted about the post
death/posthumous condition and desire of the fourth caliph then ponder
over the following dream of my nephew's daughter, dear Misbah. Esquire.
Masroor Ahmad! I received this dream from Pakistan while writing this
letter to you. It is probable that through this dream Allah wants yours or
someone else's benefit/favor or salvation. Only Allah knows better.
In the name of Allah the most merciful and the most beneficent.
The dream of Misbah
The last week of the month of February, 2010.
I watch in the dream that I along with my other cousins have been sitting
in the room of my house and we all happen to be busy in our chores. At
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the same time one of my cousins named Naeema comes to me and says
that his holiness Mirza Tahir Ahmad has been standing outside our house.
We all got stunned upon hearing that and we say how could that be
possible as he had died, but then she says if you don't believe her then go
out and see for yourself. We all go out and see that in fact the caliph stands
there and many other people also gather and stand there with wonder and
there happens to be a bizarre silence prevailing there. Nobody dares to ask
him about anything and all remain in a state of wonder/surprise. But
suddenly i step forward and ask him if his father was truthful or my
paternal grandfather (This humble being__ writer) then he replies with
despair that this is what i came to tell that not my father but this man is
truthful, and at that time my paternal grandfather stands nearby me and
addresses with the people standing around that I told you people that I
was truthful but you people did not pay any heed to it and now this fact
has been proven, he (The fourth caliph) said indeed you were
legitimate/truthful and righteous but we were on the wrong track.
Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! God fearing is the real foundation of
wisdom. The basis of contentions of humanity rather the root of all sins
is the absence of God fearing. The heart that does not possess the God
fearing, he has no standard of good or evil, good deed or bad deed. If you
possess any grain of God fearing, and you wish to help the fourth caliph,
then there is still time. It is before this that the commandment of my Allah
descends and if you desire to have mercy upon yourself and upon the
fourth caliph then you can have right now. But the day when the
commandment of my God descends, then there would be no time with
anyone to escape from the wrath. Esquire. Masroor Ahmad! If you have
any doubt about the above mentioned dream then you may personally
meet the person who saw this dream and have cross questioning after the
narration of this dream from her and remove your scepticism. Other than
this you can get your doubts clarified by having a conversation with logical
reasonings about the claim of the second caliph and my claim for being
the promised reformer, in a meeting/gathering. That would be in this way
that if this humble being proves in the light of the holy Quran and through
the euphoric divine prophecies about the Zaki ghulam that the bodily sons
of Imam Mehdi and the promised Messiah do not fall in the category of
the prophecy of promised reformer, then what doubt would be left to
prove that the claim of second caliph to be the promised reformer was
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incorrect/wrong and the dream mentioned above is correct and
true.

The suggestion/Recommendation for
summoning the Advisory council
session/meeting of the Ahmadiyya community.
Esquire.Mirza Masroor Ahmad! If there can be reprobes and
reconsideration in the disciples of Muhammad (peace be on him)about the
prophecy of the promised Messiah, then why there can not be a
reconsideration from the beginning, in Jamaat Ahmadiyya about the
prophecy of the promised reformer? Masroor Ahmad sahib! In any Friday
sermon or in the children's class anyone can say anything one sidedly. For
example a century ago, the opponent religious scholars of Islam
unanimously not only passed a resolution of paganism (God forbids) upon
Imam Mehdi and promised Messiah but entitled him to be lunatic and
psychopath, (God forbids). But because of these one sided resolutions,
the plaintiff could neither be proven a pagan or lunatic. You are also calling
me a lunatic (God forbids) due to your non-awareness, but I am saying
this to you that my most merciful and beneficent God has bestowed upon
this humble being in the capacity of the Ghulam e Massihuzamaan, by
making him the epitome/leader of knowledge and wisdom and blessed
him with the pinnacle of knowledge and awareness that all the friends and
foes have been made speechless before him. Your honor! There is a
gigantic difference in between my claim and yours. Are you ready for the
challenge that we both may come in the arena and decide; Whose claim is
legitimate? If you possess the heartiest contentment over your point of
view, then my recommendation is that you may arrange for a very special
international level advisory/consultancy conference of International
Ahmadiyya community, whose sole agenda should have been only and
only "Prophecy of Promised Reformer". And in this conference the
participants should ponder and contemplate over the current scenarios in
context with the present revealed prophecy. And later on in the light of
the commandments of Allah and His Holy prophet (PBUH), by
maintaining the equality and justice the contentious issue (prophecy of
promised reformer) must be decided. This task and responsibility was of
the fourth caliph. According to the Divine's expressions, if a man happens
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to be not debunked or disillusioned in this world due to non-awareness
and he keeps treading on the wrong track, then after his death he get the
awareness for that issue. What has been becoming of the spirit of the
fourth caliph, in the light of the above mentioned dream? What message
he has been conveying to his successors and followers of jamaat? The
message of the fourth caliph is very obvious and conspicuous- He
addresses this humble being in the dream and says,
"You were based on truthfulness and followed the path of righteousness
and we were following the wrong track"
But, Esquire. Mirza Masroor Ahmad! If you or the members of the
Jamaat/community are sceptic about this dream then this humble being
invites you all to summon an International advisory council
meeting/conference as per my suggestions discussed above, immediately.
If in this advisory council/committee meeting I am being proven to be on
a wrong stance, then my error would be rectified and if the claim of the
second caliph to be the promised reformer proves to be wrong then (after
enough deterioration) his error/mistake would be thoroughly explained.
The purpose is not the fighting but the reformation of the scenario. And
every new comer reformist happens to have the same mission. Esquire.
Mirza Masroor Ahmad! Although this was the prime responsibility and
task of the fourth caliph and he was the seeker(Irhaas) of the expected
Jesus son of Mary (promised Ghulam e Massihuzamaan meaning the
promised reformer) of the according to the saying of the holy
prophet(PBUH) Arabic saying of the holy prophet(PBUH), (Sahi Muslim
book 1, page, the chapter of the description of the descending of Jesus,
page 264) now translation,"It is being related by Jabir bin Abdullah that
he heard the holy prophet (PBUH) saying that one party from my disciples
would always fight for legitimacy/righteousness till the day of judgement.
it will dominate. Then the jesus son of Mary would descend. Then the
leader of this party would ask him to lead the prayers but he would say no,
some of you is the leader of some party. This ummah being given the
honor and credibility by Allah." So Allah made the fourth caliph the
witness of the Ghulam e Massihuzamaan. But he could not fulfil his this
responsibility. According to the above mentioned/ discussed dream his
spirit is in distress and wants that nonetheless my successor may fulfil this
responsibility. In this context if you wish to do anything accordingly as per
your designation then it is a golden opportunity for you. (Arabic
translation) And only Allah bestows upon one, and no one else but Allah.
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Humble being,
Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, Kiel / Germany.
23rd March, 2010.
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